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THE SEALING

NOT RECOGNIZED by any segment of "ADVENTISM" - "THE SEALING!" is portrayed in "THE SHAKING" chapter. EW 269 is practically USELESS by itself. There are too many CHANGES - SENTENCES switched AROUND - SECTIONS LEFT OUT - THE VERY FIRST SENTENCE IS FOUND WANTING.

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BELIEVE ANYONE

BUT YOURSELF. CHECK the ORIGINAL in RH 1:32. Very much the SAME with ADDED "FOOTNOTES" without which it cannot be understood in 1,000 YEARS! FIND THIS in Ti:179. You do not have to be FOOLED like YOUR MINISTER who was NEVER TOLD THIS in the SEMINARY BY FROOM-ANDERSON. Nor do you have to believe a THING from what WM. (BILL) WOODWARD would describe as "THE WHITE-WASH ESTATE!" You are safely PAST the "WHITE-WASH ESTATE" now. They can EXEGETE - HERMENEUT - DOMINATE - STAND ON THEIR HEAD - do 3 SOMERSAULTS in the air to catch your attention. It is all for NOTHING - !!! YOU KNOW the books have been CHANGED - you PROVED it by CHECKING THREE VERSIONS of the "SHAKING!" CHAPTER. NO ONE but NO ONE is ever again going to FOOL you or TRIP you up on that one again. And that is "PRIORITY #(1)" if you are EVER going to UNDERSTAND ANYTHING in "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

(1) WHY DID THEY CHANGE IT - ???

(2) HOW DID THEY CHANGE IT - ???

(3) WHO DID THE CHANGING - ???

(FIRST) THE WHITE ESTATE will tell you (and tell the upcom- ing "MINISTERS!" in the "MINISTERIAL CLASS!") - that there have been "NO CHANGES!" That is FIRST- even to this day!
(SECOND) When you prove them LIARS — and tell them you can show them "1,000 CHANGES!" these PROFESSIONAL LIARS from the CRADLE — will SWITCH around and tell you MRS. WHITE DID IT!
(FIRST) It was not done. (SECOND) SHE DID IT! They seem to THINK NOTHING OF LIE #(1) and when you are ready to PROVE THAT — they SWITCH like a RATTLE-SNAKE and BLAME IT ON HER!
(THIRD) THEN BEFORE YOU HAVE A CHANCE to prove the SIGNIFICANCE of these "CHANGES!" (THE CHANGES that WEREN'T!) They SHUT YOUR MOUTH WITH: "SHE DID THIS TO MORE FULLY DEVELOP THE THEME!" When this was THROWN IN MY FACE by "REID" IN THE "WHITE ESTATE BOOTH" IN THE GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION IN CLEVELAND, OHIO. (Was that 1958?)

(1) He just read 100,000 PAGES OF ELLEN WHITE'S WRITINGS — AND NO CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE!
(2) He jerked in SURPRISE when I said: "I just finished READING ABOUT THE SAME NUMBER OF PAGES and you must know that THOUSANDS OF CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE!"
(3) All this for the benefit of a COW-GIRL from "RATTLE-SNAKE GULCH" TIMBUKTU — she sidled over to REID — turned and faced me and said: "I BELIEVE HIM!"
(4) I RETORTED: "ONCE A LIAR — ALWAYS A LIAR!" And swung on my heel. (MEANING BOTH OF THEM! For she had it PROVEN in front of her face — that "CHANGES! HAD BEEN MADE!" But she wanted to SILENCE everyone in her CHURCH, that she (COW-GIRL) learned FIRST-HAND from the HORSES' MOUTH — that "NO CHANGES HAD BEEN MADE!"
(5) "ONCE A LIAR — ALWAYS A LIAR!" applied to BOTH-OF-THEM! WE SHOULD SUSPECT EVERY-THING "WHITE-WASH!" SAYS!

IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS APPROACH — YOU CAN STOP READING ABOUT NOW — !!!
YOU WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND ANYTHING THAT REALLY MATTERS.
WE WILL GO ON AND DEAL WITH "THE SEALING!" EW STARTS OUT: "I SAW SOME...!" (SOME WHAT - ??? SOME HULA-DANCERS IN TRANSPARENT SKIRTS - ??? SOME GRAVE-DIGGERS - ??? WHO IS "SOME - ???)"

THE REASON FOR HIDING THE NAME

is because most who read this will be aware THIS CHAPTER speaks of "A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS!" so THOUSANDS and MILLIONS are led to THINK that "I SAW SOME..." I SAW SOME "LAODICEANS!" Thus MILLIONS have been TRICKED - !!! Because NOT A WORD is said about any LAODICEANS in T1:179 - you have to go to T1:181 (Close to two full pages!) before you come to any "LAODICEANS!" What if it was dealing with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD - ???)" (NOT "LAODICEANS!")

RIGHTLY DIVIDING THE WORD OF TRUTH

if we are dealing with the "SEALING!" We should go to T1:179 (FIRST!) SM 2:16. T6:405. RH 2:106. (SECOND!) EW 69. (THIRD!) T8:41. (FOURTH!) T5:80-1,136,463. (FIFTH!) COL 399. RH 3:473. (SIXTH!) COL 406. (SEVENTH!) As each one leads us on STEP by STEP to COL 406 where TWO "CHURCHES" eye each other and ONE is found SOUND "ASLEEP!" only DREAMING of what they are going to do - but when they WAKE UP by a CRY! (Matt. 25:6) and they TRIM THEIR LAMPS they find a SUPERIOR FORCE that they must "JOIN!" (FCE 179) as the JEWS had to "JOIN!" the DISCIPLES in order to be "SAVED!" THAT "PROCESCION!" - "THRONG!" - "COMPANY!" that BURSTS in on the SCENE in COL 406 DOES NOT NEED THE "LAODICEANS!" to LEAD them as ADVENTISM has taught for 100 YEARS - !!! NO!

HERE-IT-IS-IN-BLACK-AND-WHITE - !!!

The BLIND-SLEEPING-DREAMING "LAODICEANS!" If "WISE!" enough must "JOIN!" a SUPERIOR FORCE who were "NOT!" ASLEEP - !!! They were ON-THE-MOVE and do not need the SLEEPING LAODICEANS AT ALL - !!! This is the mercy of God that they can have ONE-LAST-CHANCE to "JOIN!" the 11th HOUR PHILADELPHIAN "OUTCASTS!" A SUPERIOR FORCE -
HURRY TO MAKE IT - (THE "WISE!") "...JOINED THE THRONG... AND THE DOOR (OF PROBATION!) WAS "SHUT!" COL 406. Matt. 25:10. AND THE "FOOLS?" were "...LEFT BEHIND!" COL 406. DO THEY CATCH UP - ??? They do make a great circle and come back after going "FROM SEA TO SEA!" in this 11th HOUR to seek the Lord in THOUSANDS of "SEMINARS!" and when they find "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" and they HURRY to COME BACK - the WORDS ARE THERE - "THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" Matt. 25:10. COL 406 to 412.

THIS IS IT IN A NUT-SHELL.

Now go BACK and STUDY THE "SHAKING-SEALING" CHAPTER and find "SOME!" #1 IS SAVED! "SOME!" #(2) and #(3) are LOST! and WHY are they LOST! NO HOPE WHATSOEVER if they go by 1960 "AWAKENING!" and make "NO EFFORT!" T1:181. EW 270. 1993 is a CRITICAL YEAR - what faces us in 1993 - ???.

"IN THE VISIONS GIVEN TO ISAIAH, TO EZEKIEL, AND TO JOHN we see how closely HEAVEN is connected with the "EVENTS!" taking place upon the Earth."

WARMONGERS will find their WARMONGERING does not stop here. It goes on. THE LAST PEOPLE SAVED ON EARTH - do not join any WARMONGERING SIDE. They give the saving MESSAGE!

(1) SEPARATION IN THE CHURCH. 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. FIGHT to PURIFY the CHURCH FROM WITHIN? THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE IS: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25:6. COL 406.
(2) SEPARATION FROM THE WORLD. Rev. 18. "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" do not stand there and BULL their way through. Rev. 18 - "THE LOUD CRY!" is: "COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE!" GC 603 (421), 613 (431). IN BOTH CASES: "OUT!" (NOT GO YE "IN!") Not go around the World calling those who are "OUT!" to go back "IN!" JUST TO HAVE COMPANY?
A WORD TO THE WISE:

WE SEE THE DANGER of the WHEELINGS and the STANDISH CONSORTIUM yelling "WOLF! WOLF!" and there is a possibility that some may think we are UNAWARE of the DANGER OF "ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"

WE ARE JUST AS AWARE - AND EVEN MORE AWARE OF THE REAL DANGER OF "ROMANISM!" (IGNATIUS LOYOLA "JESUITISM!" of 1534.)

But is THAT the DANGER when we cannot buy or sell or even MOVE - without PERMISSION - ??? If we were not OUT of the CITIES before that time and are STUCK THERE - ???. Then our IMMEDIATE DANGER would not be "ROMANISM!" (THE BEAST!) But the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" And who is THAT?

WE BETTER GO BACK IN HISTORY. CHRISTIANITY HAS HAD THE FOLLOWING DEVIL-POSESSED ELEMENTS TO CONTEND WITH. HARD-MERCILESS-UNREASONABLE-KILLERS-SELF-RIGHTEOUS-BIGOTS.

********:*************************

THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY:"

(1) If you want to know what the spirit of the "PHARISEES!" was like in the Days of Christ and His Apostles - study the NATURE of the BEAST - "ROMANISM!" of the DARK AGES! (See INDEX.)

(2) It is the SAME spirit that we will meet in "APPOSTATE PROTESTANTISM" NOT THE "BEAST!" So what is all the HOLLERING about? DISTRACTING us from the REAL DANGER - "THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST!"

And that is NOT "ROMANISM!"

(3) Are we completely BLIND - ??? Did not ELLEN WHITE SAY - "SO "APOSTASY!" (in ROMANISM?) IN "THE CHURCH!!" would PREPARE the way for "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!!" GC 444. By teaching "IN COMMON!" with an "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE!!" GC 445.
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So why all the HOLLERING at "ROMANISM!" from one end of ADVENTISM to the OTHER - ??? When they are only "FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF "ROMANISM!" TM 362. T7:1?1.

THE SAME "SPIRIT!"

as "DARK AGES ROMANISM!" Yes. The same "SPIRIT!" as "INCORRIGIBLE JUDAISM!" Yes. T3:199, 197,200.

BUT NEITHER PHARISEEISM -

ROMANISM - nor APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM is "OUR MOST BITTER ENEMY!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608. (Of course at this time their PROBATION will be OVER and they will be keeping "SUNDAY!") (For the DURATION - as they did in WAR TIME!) And will RAMIK THROUGH the "DEATH DEGREE!" on those that do not do likewise. Magen 1,2.

DO YOU SEE IT - ???

HOLLERING around the world: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Sr. White says (CONTRARY TO BRINSMEAD) to read "EZELIEL" as applying to OUR TIME! ESPECIALLY the ABOMINATION above all ABOMINATIONS in the "ABOMINATION!" CHAPTER - EZKIEL 8 and followed by the "SEALING!" CHAPTER - EZKIEL 9. What is the GREATEST OF ALL "ABOMINATIONS?" When about five and twenty ADVENTIST PREACHERS turn their BACKS on the MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS AND TURN "THEIR FACES TOWARD THE EAST" EZKIEL 8:16.

ONLY ONE TIME THAT THE SUN IS DUE EAST -

that was so IMPORTANT to the HEATHEN SUN-WORSHIPPERS that they built HUNDREDS OF MILES OF PILLARS so the EASTERN MORNING SUN-GOD WORSHIPPER would have the SUN COME UP BETWEEN THESE TWO ROWS OF PILLARS - the SHADOW of the one reaching to the BASE of the OTHER - thus an
UNBROKEN GANGWAY for the SUN to come up BETWEEN - and the ADVENTIST is RIGHT THERE - having set their ALARM CLOCKS so they will be SURE not to miss this HIGHLY SACRED EVENT with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM ("EVANGELICALISM!" not "ROMANISM!") and the "DORCUS SOCIETY" heating up the COFFEE for the COLD EASTER SUNRISE MORNING (the COLDEST PART of the day) and HEAT up the HAM SANDWICHES ALSO for the EVANGELICALS that bring them! (Or did you not happen to see that?) And if we tell you about it you call us "LIARS!!"

THE LORD HAS A SENSE OF HUMOR -

BILLY FLOORED BILLY! A billy goat that had NEVER TOUCHED anyone before - hit BILLY from the REAR - knocked him down, broke his ARM on one EASTER SUNRISE. PICTURES of BILLY with his ARM in a SLING - were shown around the world!

WE GO ON IN EZEKIEL TO CHAPTER 16

What does the LORD THINK of "JERUSALEM!" (ADVENTISM! T8:67, PK 417. T4:167.) And her "ABOMINATIONS!" and "WHOREDOMS!" with the "PHILISTINES!" Then we go on to CHAPTER 23 and "AHOLAH!" the OLDER (ROMANISM!) and "AHOLI BAR!" the YOUNGER (PROTESTANTISM!) and PROTESTANTISM is WORSE than ROMANISM! Yet ADVENTISM is too BLIND to know the DIFFERENCE! She SCREAMS around the world at "ROMANISM!" and NARY-A-WORD against "PROTESTANTISM!" They SHUT UP WIELAND with a BRIBE - and took in BROTHER BILLY! (COURTESY OF "FROOM!" THE MASTER GURU!)

HOW IS "BILLY GRAHAM" WORSE THAN THE "POPE?"

ROME GIVES YOU "HELL!" - "PURGATORY!" - "LIMBO!" But if your LOVED ONES pay for "MASS!" you might ESCAPE! You have "HOPE!" in ROMANISM - but NONE in "PROTESTANTISM!" Theirs is a "PURER RELIGION!" They put you in "HELL!" and throw away the key! NO HOPE AT ALL! Now there is ONE BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THOSE TWO RELIGIONS! If you stay SWELTERING in "HELL!" for all ETERNITY - or if you can get "OUT!" ROME IS MORE MERCIFUL THAN PROTESTANTISM!
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ADVENTISM AGREED. 2,000 to 2,500 JOINED THE BUSH ARMY FOR $9,000.00 EACH! They forgot everything they ever knew about "RELIGION!" The SAME as the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM. That history will be REPEATED! PERHAPS RIGHT SOON - !!!
1884 GC 37,441. We are told WHEN to "ESCAPE!" "FLEE!"
1884 GC 38. (See how they MESSED AROUND WITH THAT -
your GC 37.) WILL CHANGING THE BOOKS CHANGE GOD'S MIND - ??? "He that LIVES by the SWORD will DIE by the SWORD!" T1:270. RH 1:40. T2:595.

SINCE FEW WILL LOOK UP THE REFERENCES WE GAVE -

Let us see what they are:

(FIRST!) T1:179. "THE SHAKING!" begins among "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" NOT among "LAODICEANS!"
the "OUTCASTS!" of ISRAEL. (Isa. 56:8.) "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464. "THOUSANDS in the 11th hour!" SM 2:16.
(THIRD!) EW 69. This is "THE BATTLE!" in-the-day-of-the-
Lord! "THE GATHERING TIME!"
(FOURTH!) T8:41. TWO ARMIES. Rev. 6:2. "WHITE HORSE!"
WINS! THE CHURCH "TRIUMPHANT!"
(FIFTH!) T5:80-1,136,463. THE MAJORITY "Cowardly!"
GIVE UP! FEW WILL WIN! "IN THE SHAKING TIME!"
FEW LEADERS! "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" We will be perhaps "SEPARATE and ALONE!"
(SIXTH!) COL 399. RH 3:473. WHILE THE CHURCH SLEEPS AND DREAMS ON - THE 11th HOUR MEN ASSEMBLE THAT MYSTERIOUS "MOVEMENT!" THAT COMES OUT OF NOWHERE! ADVENTISTS WERE BLIND TO THIS FOR 100 YEARS!
(SEVENTH!) COL 406. CALLED A "PROCESSION!" THEY BURST IN ON THE SCENE AS THE SLEEPING CHURCH IS IN "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" IN THE "MIDNIGHT HOUR!" ONE HOUR PAST 11th HOUR!

THESE ARE "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!"
THE CHURCH LEADERS WOULD PLUNGE STRAIGHT INTO "THE LOUD CRY!" THEY WILL NOT EVEN KNOW WHAT IT IS! TM 300,507. THEY WILL HATE IT WHEN IT COMES BECAUSE:


WASHINGTON TIMES, June 7, 1992

SUMMER VACATION! NO SCHOOL FOR THREE MONTHS! DO YOU REALIZE WHAT THIS MEANS? NO MORE FREE CONDOMS?

I HAVE JUST FINISHED READING "ISSUES CLARIFIED!"

"APPENDIX D, E&F" and "ELIJAH ON MOUNT CARMEL" — pages 141 to 192. BOY! They SURE get the "RIGHT ONES" when - 10 -
they get "MEADE McGUIRE" (p.141) and "THE ROSENVOLDS" (p.179). We will FOLLOW THEM - over our DEAD BODY - !!! It is really "INTRIGUING" to see to what DEPTHS certain ones will sink to HOOD-WINK this people. REALLY FITTING to bring in "ELIJAH" on Mt. CARMEL at this point. OH! YES! It is from "ELLEN G. WHITE!" FROM THE BOOK SHE NEVER SAW - NEVER WROTE! Slapped together in 1917 - she died in 1915.

I CAN TELL BEFORE I CHECK IT -

that they DID NOT quote CERTAIN PARTS - to ADD to the CONFUSION. They claim PK 119-154. At least 17 places they CUT OFF PORTIONS. We will see WHY - ??? They CUT OFF that ELIJAH found FAITH and HOPE - OUTSIDE the "CHURCH!" By the WIDOW of SAREPTA, in a "HEATHEN LAND." Will we also find REFUGE AWAY from CHURCHES and CIVILIZATION in "THE TIME OF TROUBLE?" But apparently the STANDISH CONSORTIUM does not like the IDEA that there could be MORE FAITH "OUTSIDE THE CHURCH!" So this is NOT WELCOME and is NOT QUOTED by the COMPILERS of PK 119-154. MY NOTES INDICATE PK 129,120,131,132 WERE NOT WANTED. That there could be FAITH - OUTSIDE LAODICEA! "NO CHURCH NEEDED!" "But the LIGHT will SHINE, and ALL-WHO-ARE-HONEST will LEAVE the FALLEN CHURCHES, and take their STAND with the REMNANT!" EW 261.

"I saw that God has HONEST CHILDREN among the "NOMINAL!" (by "NAME!" only - that is all they have left!) "NOMINAL ADVENTISTS" and the FALLEN CHURCHES, and BEFORE THE PLAGUES shall be poured out, MINISTERS and PEOPLE will be called "OUT!" from THESE CHURCHES and will GLADLY receive the TRUTH. SATAN KNOWS THIS, and BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!" of the THIRD ANGEL is given, he raises an EXCITEMENT ("THE ROMANS ARE COMING!") an EXCITEMENT in these RELIGIOUS BODIES, that those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH may THINK that God is with "THEM!" He hopes to deceive the "HONEST!" and lead them to THINK that GOD-IS-STILL-WORKING-FOR-THE-CHURCHES. (APPARENTLY AT THIS TIME - SALVATION WILL NOT BE in "ANY CHURCH!" HENCE "WE MUST LEARN TO STAND ALONE...THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS THE BETTER!" EW 105. "WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 233,490,622. MB 197. RH Nov. 19, 1908.)

"SATAN has taken FULL POSSESSION of "THE CHURCHES!" AS A BODY!" EW 273. "And as INDIVIDUALS RECEIVE and UNDERSTAND them, they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of SATAN." SG 1:166. (Why was this CHANGED in EW 256 - ???) To give the BLESSING to the MOB!

SO FOR ELIJAH TO BE ALONE - AND FACE 850 BAAL PRIESTS

- would be a TRAGEDY if that HISTORY is to be REPEATED! So we will QUOTE PK 119-154 but we would NEVER QUOTE THE ORIGINAL RH 6:349-362 nor would we tell ANYONE the 77 "CHANGES!" that I have MARKED-IN-MY-BOOK! in these few pages. HOW MANY HUNDREDS IN THE FULL BOOK - ??? And how INTERESTING are some of those CHANGES. WILL STANDISH-ROSENVOLD TELL ANYONE THAT "ELIJAH" FACED THE PROPHETS OF BAAL AND ALSO THE "FREE-LOVE!" PRIESTS OF JEZEBEL'S GROVES OF "ASHTORETH" - "EASTER!" the WORST of all "ABOMINATIONS" in EZEKIEL 8 - THE "ABOMINATION!" CHAPTER - for EXPOSING WHICH - NICHOLS THREATENED ME WITH "LAW!" I took off THREE MONTHS TO REPLY and sent them all out in ONE DAY - I think it was 2,000 so they could not get an "INJUNCTION!" against them - they were "OUT!" in the MAIL! So it seems very fitting that NICHOLS should RUPTURE his "AORTA!" - the great trunk ARTERY that leaves the HEART - on a VERY "GOOD FRIDAY!" and he NEVER threatened anyone with LAW AGAIN! "MAY THERE BE MANY HAPPY RETURNS!" even if they did "CARRY HIS BIER EIGHT ABREAST!" I think the RECORD is in the GENERAL CONFERENCE FILES and it was just about the RIGHT TIME for him to read MY REPLY to his THREAT! HE BECAME SO TOWERING MAD HE RUPTURED HIS MAIN ARTERY - or did an ANGEL reach in there and tear it open - ???

"...THE HIDDEN ONES...WILL BE AS DAVID!" T5:81.
"THEIR PRAYER WILL BE AS THAT OF DAVID: NEVER MISS A DAY! "IT IS TIME FOR THEE, LORD, TO WORK: FOR THEY HAVE MADE VOID THY LAW!" T5:136. TM 21.

MUCH OF "PROPHETS AND KINGS!" WAS COMPILED FROM RH BOOK 6. Among other things, it tells us they make PRIESTS!
of the "LOWEST OF THE PEOPLE!" RH 6:343. This is the cry "PEACE, PEACE!" when God has NOT SPOKEN "PEACE!" RH 6:358. This is the CRY from "DUMB DOG" PREACHERS LIKE THE ONES STANDISH LIKES - "THE ROSENVOLDS!" in T5:211 just as "THE SEALING" is WINDING UP! The "WAYMARK ARK!!" people would NEVER have gotten to FIRST BASE if they had QUOTED PK 187 the way it was in the ORIGINAL RH 6:382. We are not EXPLAINING EVERYTHING HERE - but see: "AT THAT TIME THE GOLD WILL BE SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS." PK 188. HOW WAS THE ORIGINAL - ??? "AT THIS TIME..." RH 6:382. (NO DIFFERENCE - ???) WHAT DEVIL MADE THEM DO IT - ??? "AT THIS TIME THE GOLD WILL BE SEPARATED FROM THE DROSS IN THE CHURCH!" T5:81.

LEAVING WHAT - ??? DO NOT ASK STANDISH!
HE GOES BY THE ADVENTIST DICTIONARY!
ASK YOUR 5-YEAR OLD!
YOU NEVER HEARD THIS BEFORE - ???
IF THE "GOLD IS SEPARATED "FROM!"
THAT LEAVES "DROSS!"
TOO HARD TO BELIEVE - ???
WE BELIEVE IT!

GO TO THE RIGHT LIBRARY - THE OLD BIG ONE - ASK THE LIBRARIAN THAT YOU WANT TO LOOK UP THE "TETRAGRAMMATON!" If she SAYS "TETRAGRAMMATON! - WHAT'S THAT - ???" That's what you want, she is NEUTRAL - she will bring you ONE BOOK and one ENCYCLOPEDIA after the other. And you will FOREVER get "YAHWEH!" out of your system. They came to it in PK 210-1. BUT SEE THE ORIGINAL - !!! RH 6:397. January 15, 1914. LEFT OUT OF PK 210-1. IT IS "...worshipping at SATAN'S SHRINE (TWICE "DAAL-ZEBUB THE GOD OF EKRON!" FIND IT WITH "WITCHES!" IN CAVES!) ...more pleasing forms of SPIRITISM such as the EMANUEL MOVEMENT. (Also spelt "IMMANEUL!") "ORIENTAL RELIGIONS...CURE DISEASE...ELECTRICITY...MAGNETISM..."..."SYMPATHETIC REMEDIES!..."MAGNETIC HEALER...placing it as verily in the hand of SATAN as if he were standing by her side...the WORST ENEMY of His people...the POWERS OF DARKNESS...the SORCERY OF SATAN!" RH 6:397-8.

WHEN A YOUNG GIRL HAD AN UNEXPECTED BABY -
IT WAS A "VIRGIN BIRTH!" HENCE: "EMMANUELI!"
"GOD WITH US!"
TODAY ONLY FOUND AMONG JEWS AND "SHEPHERD'S RODS!"
(BUT NOT IN THE JEWISH TALMUD - !!!)
CURSED BE NICHOLS - !!!

WHO BROUGHT IN "EASTER!" That has NO HIGHER AUTHORITY than BILLY GRAHAM ("EVANGELICALISM") NOR THE POPE OF ROME. ("ROMANISM") You are OPPOSED TO "SUNDAY LAW?" WHAT IS "EASTER?" STANDISH HAS NOTHING TO SAY ABOUT EASTER SUNDAY - the WORST "ABOMINATION!" listed in the "ABOMINATION!" CHAPTER - EZEKIEL 8. "JERICHO, a HEATHEN STRONGHOLD, the CENTER of the worship of "ASHTORETH!" VILEST and MOST DEGRADING of all CANAANITISH forms of IDOLATRY!" PK 229. "The very site of the city was "ACCRUSED!" PP 491. "CURSED!" be the man who REBUILDETH IT!" PK 492. "DRUNKENNESS PREVAILED...THEY ARE ALL "ADULTERERS!!" Hosea 7:1-4. RH 6:402. "THE IDOLATROUS PRIESTS WERE LEADERS IN CRIME!" (ROBBERS - MURDERERS!) RH 6:403.

PERHAPS EVEN MIKE CLUTE WOULD UNDERSTAND

WHY ELIJAH TOOK THEM DOWN TO THE BROOK KISHON - "LET NOT ONE ESCAPE!" 1 Kings 18:40. Such TRASH-RUBBISH (EW 82-3) is not worth living. JUST TO "SYMPATHIZE!" with their LIFE and FATE is to SUFFER the "WRATH!" OF GOD! There are a DOZEN references to the CONSEQUENCES of LOVE-SICK "SYMPATHY!" The most notable one is the REBELLION of KD&A - the full AUTUMN COUNCIL - "250 PRINCES OF RENOWN!" - SYMPATHIZED with the DESTRUCTION of KD&A and were "ATOMIZED!" on-the-spot! "FIRE flashing from the CLOUD consumed the 250 Princes...their SYMPATHIZERS were with-the-REBELS, and they SHARED-THEIR-FATE!...Do not the same EVILS STILL EXIST - ???...again the SYMPATHY and SUPPORT of the people...THUS IT IS TODAY!" PP 401, 403-4. "They had committed the SIN AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT!" PP 405. (And 20 more - !!!) "THESE FALSE SYMPATHIZERS will have an account to settle with the MASTER by-and-by for their work of DEATH!" T3:329.
LIKE TO RETAIN GOD IN THEIR KNOWLEDGE, and the "FOOL!" says in his heart "THERE IS NO GOD!" Psalms 14:1. TODAY the FOOL says it OPENLY! The FOOL will have something to THINK ABOUT when the DESTRUCTION - the GROUND OPENING UP - for KD&A will be REPEATED! SOP 1:306. T3:353, 358,361,380. ST 4:153. The GROUND OPENING UP, you would be DEAD! But what is WORSE - FLOODS - EARTHQUAKES - KILLING FROST - HAIL - VOLCANOES - FIRE - PESTILENCE - THOUSANDS HOMELESS - HALF THE WORLD GOING TO BED HUNGRY - !!! FEAR BY DAY - TERROR BY NIGHT! THE SAINTS TAKE OFF INTO "ISOLATED PLACES!" And from there - right into the MOUNTAINS - DESERTS - or in JAIL CELLS, left to ROT! FED BY RAVENS! RAVENS ARE PROTECTED IN CANADA. A RAVEN IS A BIG CROW. A CROW HAS PERHAPS A THREE FOOT WING SPREAD. A RAVEN HAS SIX OR MORE. A RAVEN STAYS ALL WINTER. "YOUR BREAD AND WATER WILL BE SURE!"

ELISHA HAD TWICE THE SPIRIT OF ELIJAH -

WHEN THE PUNKS MOCKED ELISHA - ELISHA DID NOT TAKE IT LIKE SOME STUPID "CHRISTIANS!" TEACH - WE WILL SEE MORE OF THIS FROM NOW ON - we will see JUDGES DROP DEAD just as they are going to PRONOUNCE SENTENCE! and a HIGHER AUTHORITY PRONUNCE SENTENCE! And that JUDGE! has a HEART ATTACK! But you must know the POWER! you hold - do not misuse it! ELISHA CURSED! the PUNKS - and TWO SHE-BEARS came out of the woods and TARE 42 OF THEM!" PK 236. NO GANGS OF PUNKS MOCKING AFTER THAT - !!! THAT SHUT THEM UP - !!! THAT'S THE GOD I LIKE - !!!

STANDISH QUOTES THE "ELIJAH EXPERIENCE!"

from PK 119–154. But he LEAVES TOO MANY THINGS OUT - THE WIDOW OF SAREPTA - the IDEA that OUTSIDE ISRAEL (THE CHURCH!) THERE MIGHT BE SOME VALUE! STANDISH DID NOT LIKE THAT - HE PREFERS THE NOXIOUS FUMINGS OF "MEADE McGuire" (p.141) or the (TALMUD JEW) ROSEVOLDS (p.179). Since he is SELLING us the ADVENTIST CHURCH, he would no doubt tell us to FOLLOW THE "ONE-WORLDER TAL-
MUD JEW (CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN) ALL THE WAY as EDITOR OF A NEW "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" MAGAZINE – "LIBERTY ALERT!" – UNDERWRITTEN BY ALL SEGMENTS OF THE CHURCH. LED BY FOLKENBERG THE JEWS WILL WIN! "GOLDSTEIN" is our "KISSINGER!" – our HIGH PRIEST "RABBI!" telling us for a long time how to deal with "JEWS!" AGREE with everything they say – !!!

PHARISEES - SADDUCEES - Scribes

had one thing in common – recognize that we are holy, sinless, predestined, infallible, saved or they get "KILLING MAD!" WEILAND, WHEELING, STANDISH say they do not know how - but they do know the Lord will perform a miracle to "GIVE!" this people a "character!" so they will be all twelve tribes of Israel – all rolled into one – !!! They will be the "144,000" all by "themselves!" what a hoax of the "20th century!" STANDISH, of course – finds the right ones to propagate "predestination!" and "infallibility!"

That is why they tried so hard to get rid

of the "series B!" "one thing it is certain is soon to be realized, – the GREAT APOSTASY, which is developing and increasing and waxing stronger, and will continue to do so until the Lord shall descend from heaven with a-shout!" SERIES B7:56. SERIES B2:5, 6, 8, 13. LS 431. SG 4:61. SM 2:389. RH 5:110, 263. COL 424. PK 187, 717. T6:407. EV. 363.

This fit standish to a "t" - !!!

He was so proud that he was chosen by the Church to lead out in the MEDICAL WORK! He, of course – would be blind to something like this: "There will have to be a second conversion in the hearts of some of our leading medical fraternity, and a cutting away from the men who are trying to guide the "medical ship!" into the harbor, else they themselves will never! reach the Haven of Rest. Christ calls, come "OUT!" from among them, and be ye "separate!" SERIES B7:63. (repeated on the next page even more emphatically!)
But I suppose it could be REPEATED a DOZEN times but the MIND that is LOCKED would choose not to see it. THESE PEOPLE, are like the UNCLEAN BIRDS of APOCALYPSE - a PECK here and a PECK there - but God says (Of the Ordinances) "DRINK! (OR "EAT") YE ALL OF IT!" DA 669. EVEN THE PARTS YOU DON'T LIKE! LIKE KELLOG WITH "LIVING TEMPLE!" - just about EVERYONE fell for it! So just about EVERYONE will fall for STANDISH AND WHEELING AND WIELAND AND OSBORNE AND OTHERS OF DISHONORABLE MENTION who must have 144,000 ADVENTISTS SEALED and go out and bring in that "MULTITUDE!" That would mean the "HOLIEST CHURCH!" in all HISTORY! OH! WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO BELONG TO THAT CHURCH OF TM 15. BUT WHAT IF IT IS ONLY THE "SYNAGOGUE" OF TM 16 - ??? ALSO CALLED "CHURCH!" TWO TIMES! But STANDISH and his CONSORTIUM could NEVER, NEVER, NEVER - even HINT that "SPAWN OUT!" and "OMEGA!" might just MEAN what it SAYS - !!! They would agree with this: (DEALING WITH "HEALTH" AND THE MEDICAL WORK) "this STORY, as prepared for PUBLICATION, has been READ to SISTER WHITE, and a "FEW!" CHANGES from the ORIGINAL-HAVE-BEEN-MADE!" (BY WHOM-???) RH 6:415. April 9, 1914. What benefit to "EAT YE ALL OF IT!" if it has been CONTAMINATED with the "LEAVEN of the PHARISEES!" This was SO IMPORTANT that Christ said this to His Disciples: "FIRST OF ALL!" Luke 12:1. DA 408. Right now I hear more and more are falling for "THE LOUD CRY IS ON NOW!" Where did they get this? From those they KNEW were "APOSTATES!" But CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT and they "HAVE!" to go to LISTEN to one they KNEW was HAY-WIRE in the past. But they must go to "HEAR THE LATEST!" and they FALL for a NEW ERROR and know it not. Because they paid NO ATTENTION to Christ's warning in Luke 12:1.

"God is DISPLEASED with us when we go to LISTEN to ERROR, without being OBLIGED to go; for unless He SENDS us to those meetings where ERROR is FORCED HOME by the POWER OF THE WILL, He will-not-keep-us! The ANGELS CEASE their watchful care over us, and we are LEFT....

"SOME...seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS. They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS around them and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD. THE-ANGELS-OF-GOD-LEFT-THOSE...the ANGELS-LEFT-THOSE-WHO-MADE-NO-EFFORT to help themselves..." T1:180-1.
...and we are LEFT to the BUFFETINGS of the ENEMY, to be DARKENED and WEAKENED by him and the POWER of his EVIL ANGELS; and the LIGHT around us becomes CONTAMINATED with the DARKNESS. I saw that we have NO TIME TO THROW AWAY in LISTENING to FABLES! (READ ON!) EW 125.

Why would God "SEND" you to such meetings?

Perhaps some ONE or SEVERAL of your FRIENDS - RELATIVES - CHURCH MEMBERS - all ENTHUSED with this MESSAGE that you HAVE to come to HEAR! It may well be because they RESPECT your JUDGMENT of the PAST, and they SINCERELY want to know what's WRONG with it? SO YOU GO. NOT to sit back and ENJOY yourself - take it all in. BUT AT THE RIGHT MOMENT - perhaps at the END - after he has finished his spiel - how he is going to STAY-WITH-THIS-CHURCH-TILL-HELL-FREEZES-OVER - !!! And you ask him when the SPLIT comes BETWEEN "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!" - WHICH-FACTION-WILL-HE-GO-WITH-???. Like a LAWYER teaching a CLASS in the BIG CHURCH IN VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA. HIS FACE GOT ALL RED - !!! STAY WITH WHAT WHEN THE CHURCH BREAKS UP IN HALF A DOZEN FACTIONS - !!! Most do not know what was PIPED or HARPED or wherefore they were come together! JUST TO BE ENTERTAINED! FEEL they were ACCEPTED! But to question the TEACHING - ??? NEVER! Not after FROOM'S 40-YEAR SLUG-OUT "CONDEMNATION!" not to FIND FAULT! Those who ECHO the OLD CODGER - ask them WHY is there SO much to FIND FAULT - WITH? Didn't they LEAVE the OTHER CHURCHES because they FOUND FAULT? Where is it WRITTEN that God wants us to be BLIND - STUPID and DUMB? Perhaps T5:211 - ???. When I picked up this theme this morning - February 24, 1993. After reading VANCE FERRELL'S LATEST "ISSUES!" GOD SHUTS ALL MOUTHS WITH:

!!! PREDICTION !!!

I brought this to the group in OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA in 1959. It ALERTED the WHOLE CAMP - apparently NO BLIND LAODICIAN had ever seen it before. IT WENT OUT OVER THE AIR RIGHT AFTER - we had NO IDEA that it would ever BE POPU-
LAR - or start any "REFORMATION!" The "REFORM!" groups are the LAST to accept it. We find the BEST come RIGHT-OUT-OF-THE-CHURCH!!! NOT "REFORM!" WHAT IS THIS "PREDICTION?"

HERE IT IS:

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what "THE CHURCH WILL BE!" if it refuses to walk in the "LIGHT!" that God has given...So Christ weeps and sorrows over "OUR CHURCHES!" - over "OUR INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING!" - that have FAILED!...

He saw this state of things existing "IN EVERY CHURCH!!"

DOES THAT MEAN IT WILL NOT HAPPEN - ???

SEEMING TO LOOK INTO THE FUTURE -


SO SHE WROTE:

"There are TIMES when the TRUTH must be spoken, whether man will HEAR or FORBEAR. (REFUSE TO HEAR)...and make APPEALS TO LAWYERS...filled my soul with KEEN ANGUISH. I saw men linking up ARM IN ARM with LAWYERS, but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY!...go ye to inquire of BAAL-ZEUB, the GOD of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3...Is it necessary for the Lord to come to you WITH-A-ROD - ??? to show you that you need a HIGHER EXPERIENCE/" T8:69. (The religion of such TRASH - "AMOUNTS TO NOTHING!" T8:78.)
When from every corner - "ERROR!" - "ERROR!" - "ERROR!" - "LIE!" - "LIE!" - "LIE!" - GOD'S PEOPLE NEED - HOPE to stand alone - COURAGE to face the enemy - FAITH to believe their understanding is RIGHT - even if all around them some are trying to TEAR THEM DOWN!!! And ACCUSING THEM! of TEARING DOWN! Did you ever see T2:439 to 444. FIGHUR put me unto that. He said in "THE PRESIDENT'S PAGE" that to DETECT a "DETRACTOR" - "DISSIDENT" - "INDEPENDENT" - if he speaks of ADVENTISTS! as "THEY" - "THEM" - "THEIR" - "THESE" - or related TERMINOLOGY - you may KNOW! he is FROM THE DEVIL! because "MRS. WHITE!" NEVER - NEVER NEVER - ADDRESSED "ADVENTISTS!" except by WE - "US" - "OUR" - I knew HUMPTY-DUMPTY was due for a GREAT FALL and all the KING'S MEN and HORSES would not be able to put HUMPTY-DUMPTY together again. NONE of his COURT JESTERS - WISE MEN - MAGICIANS - COURT FOOLS - NONE WARNED HIM of the FOOL he was MAKING OF HIMSELF - !!! I IMMEDIATELY TURNED TO T2:439 to 444. SIX PAGES where ELLEN WHITE USED "THEY!" - ONE HUNDRED TIMES IN SIX PAGES - !!!

THEY- THEM THEIR- THESE

"MEN WHO STAND in very responsible positions at the HEART of the work are ASLEEP. SATAN has PARALYZED THEM!.."THEY!" are unfaithful SENTINELS. "THEY!" remain INACTIVE, while "THEIR!" WILY FOE ENTERS THE FORT and works SUCCESSFULLY by "THEIR!" SIDE TO "TEAR DOWN!" what GOD has COMMANDED to be "BUILT UP!"...yet "THEY!" take it all QUIETLY, as though "THEY!" had NO SPECIAL INTEREST, as though these things did not concern "THEM!"..."THEY!" see no cause to raise an ALARM. To "THEM!") everything seems to be going WELL, and "THEY!" see no necessity of raising the faithful, "HUMPTSY!" NOTES OF WARNING which "THEY!" hear borne by the "PLAIN TESTIMONIES!"..."THEY!" are not pleased."THIS IS ALL UNCALLED FOR! It is TOO SEVERE, TOO HARSH!..."Ye take too much upon you, seeing "ALL THE CONGREGATION ARE HOLY, EVERY ONE OF THEM!...SATAN EXALTS...HE HAS DECEIVED "THEM!"...planted his HELLISH BANNER (CADUCEUS INSIGNIA) RIGHT-IN-THEIR-MIDST!, and "THEY!" are so completely DECEIVED that "THEY!" know not
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that it is he!" T2:439-440. (1870.) "The DIFFERENT PARTIES (Tell FOLKENBERG that a "PARTY!" is a GROUP – an "ORGANIZATION!" – a "COMPANY!"
DA 274. GC 148, 199, 202, 375. TM 126. EV. 363.) "THE DIFFERENT "PARTIES!" of PROFESSIONED ADVENT BELIEVERS have EACH a "LITTLE" TRUTH, but God has
given "ALL" these TRUTHS to His children who are being
PREPARED for the Day of God. HE-HAS-ALSO-GIVEN-THEM-
TRUTHS that "NONE!" of these PARTIES KNOW, NEITHER WILL
THEY UNDERSTAND. Things which are SEALED UP TO THEM,
the Lord has OPENED to those who will SEE and are READY to
UNDERSTAND!" ..."I was shown the NECESSITY of those...being
"SEPARATE!" from those who are DAILY-IMBIBING-NEW-
ERRORS!" EW 124.

AND THAT SAYS IT ALL – !!!

IT IS TO THESE – perhaps NOT ONE IN CHURCH! – who have
ALL GANGED UP AGAINST THEM! that the Lord means for us to
OUT-ARGUE the PULPIT-SHYSTERS with their SLY, INSIDIOUS,
CHEAP, WARPED ACCUSATIONS and CONDEMNATIONS – like
KILLER SHARKS sliding through the Life-Stream of the Church
– "SEEKING WHOM THEY CAN DEVOUR!" God has set us in the
way – with a HARPOON IN HAND – "THE SPIRIT OF PRO-
PHECY!! IN HAND – ready to DEFEND the FAITH ONCE
DELIVERED unto the SAINTS! No gentle prodding will do.
THEIR ARGUMENTS ROLLED OUT in A STEADY STREAM; "LET
THE TARES GROW UP WITH THE WHEAT!!" A SLAVERING
"WOLF" OF LAND OR SEA – is not an innocent "TARE!" A
TARE STANDS STILL – a "SLAVERING WOLF OR SHARK IS OUT
FOR THE "KILL!" You do NOTHING with "HIM!" with a PEA-
SHOOTER or a SLING-SHOT. BRING OUT THE HEAVY
ARTILLERY! This is the ONLY LANGUAGE HE WILL UNDERSTAND
– !!! SHOOT HIM WHERE IT HURTS! IN THE POCKET-BOOK!
DO YOU PAY A WHORE THAT WILL GIVE YOU AIDS – ???
DOES HE OR SHE COME AT YOU WITH A "POISONED NEEDLE?"

DARE TO LIKEN THEMSELVES TO INNOCENT "TARES!"

If they CAST some one "OUT!" (As they THREATEN NOW
WHOLESALE!) And through the YEARS CAST OUT
("MURDERED!") 25% (¼) of the MEMBERSHIP EVERY TEN
YEARS! (395,000 1970 to 1975.) And then MEALY-MOUTHED WHEN "THEIR!" right to MEMBERSHIP or OFFICE IS QUESTIONED: "LET THE TARES GROW UP TOGETHER - !!!" CHRISTIAN WOMEN HAVE TOLD ME (ONE ON THE PHONE JUST A FEW DAYS AGO!) "BROTHER HOEHN!" GIVE THEM HELL!

YOU DO NOT STOP A SHARK OR A WOLF ON THE RUN - !!!!

WITH A KID'S POP-GUN WITH A CORK ON A STRING!

"WOE BE UNTO THE PASTORS THAT DESTROY AND SCATTER THE SHEEP OF MY PASTURE! SAITH THE LORD...YE HAVE SCATTERED BY FLOCK, AND DRIVEN THEM AWAY, and have not visited them (or in ANN DeMICHAEL'S CASE, FIRST THING before he even shut the door - showing what is FIRST IN HIS MIND! NOT THE SOUL BUT: "SR. DeMICHAEL, YOU HAVE NOT BEEN PAYING YOUR TITHE") (How does he KNOW?)

"AND HAVE NOT VISITED THEM!"

"BEHOLD, I WILL VISIT UPON YOU THE EVIL OF "YOUR!" DOINGS, SAITH THE LORD. AND I WILL "GATHER!" THE "REMNANT!" of My Flock out of all COUNTRIES whither I have driven them (ALLOWED to be DRIVEN! Should have been in the "MARGIN REFERENCE!") and will BRING THEM AGAIN to their FOLDS...And I will set up SHEPHERDS over them which shall "FEED!" them...HE SHALL BE CALLED, "THE LORD OUR RIGHT-EOUSNESS!" Jer. 23:1 to 6.

"AND I WILL LAY THE DEAD CARCASSES

OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL BEFORE THEIR IDOLS; and I will SCATTER your BONES round about your altars..." Eze. 6:5. THIS-IS-THE-SAME-THREAT-(LEFT OUT OF EW 48 BUT FOUND IN PT 32). IN THE SEALING TIME - DEAD BODIES AROUND THE EARTH - SO MANY - "...THEIR ILL SAVOR WILL COME UP FROM THE FACE OF THE WHOLE EARTH! THOSE ONLY who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD, will be SHELTERED from the STORM of ("LOVE UNLIMITED-UNCONDITIONAL?") from the STORM of "WRATH!" that will FALL on the HEADS of those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH!" (SEND FOR FREE COPY OR FIND IT IN RH 1:11. TM 385. Isa. 28:22; 10:23. Jer. 8:2; 14:12; 25:33.) "PRESENT TRUTH" p.32. (WILL YOU WARN ANYONE - EVEN
YOUR OWN FAMILY — ???) Or will you WAIT until it engulfs you? I can hear your SCREAMS even now. I am GLAD your PREACHER is going to get it — "TENFOLD GREATER!" than the people he DID—NOT—WARN—!!! EW 282. He was too busy TRANQUILIZING (HYPNOTIZING) THEM WITH "...ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF "LOVE" AND "CHARITY!" GC 554-558. "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER.

PRAISE GOD THAT YOU DO NOT HAVE TO:

"...COWARDLY take the SIDE of the OPPONENTS!" T5:136. "AS THE STORM APPROACHES...(NOT HERE YET!) THEY DID NOT "HAVE!" TO DO IT — they just WANTED to do it — and make everyone else follow their: "LEAD!" "AS THE STORM APPROACHES, A LARGE CLASS who have "PROFESSED!" FAITH in the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!", but have NOT—BEEN— "SANCTIFIED!" through it, (JUST WENT BY STANDISH — FORD — BRINSMEAD — PAXTON — "BABYLON'S" DEFINITION OF: "AUGUSTINE'S" — "JUSTIFICATION ALONE!" Otherwise they could not say: "I AM SAVED!" The "NOW" GENERATION! "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION!" GC 470-3.)

"AS THE STORM APPROACHES, a LARGE CLASS who have "PROFESSED!" FAITH in "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!” — but have NOT been "SANCTIFIED!" through it, ABANDON their position, and take REFUGE under the banner of the powers of "DARKNESS!" BY "UNITING!" with the World....!!!" 1884 GC 426. "Those who exercise but little "FAITH!" now, are in the GREATEST DANGER of FALLING under the POWER of SATANIC DELUSIONS and the "DECREET" to COMPEL the CONSCIENCE!" 1884 GC 439.

IT IS BEYOND THE KEN OF "LEADERSHIP!"

OF CHURCH AND "REFORM!" — to consider the POSSIBILITY let alone the PROBABILITY that they will "FAIL THE TIME OF TEST!!" — ???. MIGHT THEY "LOSE!" some of FOLKENBERG'S "ASSURANCE?"
We decided to PRINT THEM AS IS - there will be some OVERLAPPING - but that will not really matter. Some things need to be REPEATED again and again. Those who get IRRITATED are those who DO NOT BELIEVE what we set forth. Because it is NOT according to "LAODICEAN!" or any other "TRADITION!" THOSE WHO KNOW US - KNOW WE DO NOT GIVE A HOOP! for URIAH SMITH (GERMAN REFORM) OR FROOM TRADITION - !!!

LAODICEAN TRADITION IS:

"144,000 LAODICEANS WILL BE "SEALED!" AND BRING IN SUCH "MULTITUDES!" AS WILL ASTOUND THE WORLD - in the "LOUD CRY!"

HOW DO THEY MANAGE

that little bit of "MAGIC!" when "IT IS WRITTEN!" they will not even know WHAT IT IS! It will be "CONTRARY!" to their 20,000 MINISTERS "PLANNING!" and they will "HATE IT!" when it comes - !!! Go ahead! "LOOK IT UP!" TM 300 and 507. (And, of course - TWO DOZEN MORE!)

{THIS IS NOW JULY 29, 1993}

WE WERE DIVERTED FROM THIS PAPER

AND THIS SUBJECT BY "WACO!" and other "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" IN SPITE OF THE OVERWHELMING EVIDENCE that "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" is RIGHT ON! (If you go by the "ORIGINAL BOOKS!") They seem to be "UNITED AS ONE MAN!" to PREFER: "URIAH SMITH THE ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET!"

AND YET IT IS "NOT!" URIAH SMITH - !!!

It is their own CONCOCTIONS that require PERPETUAL "D&R" COMMITTEES to sit on this DEAD MAN'S CHEST and HANG HIS
on their HUMBUG FABRICATION "JUDAS-KISS!" It is too bad if we have to wait until they find out that they have been SWINDLED-!!! WHICH THEY WILL FIND OUT - not too far down the road! EVERY DAY we are ONE-DAY-CLOSER-!!! We can say things NOW - that it will be all our LIFE is WORTH-!!! to say when they get the "POWER!" and can DEMONSTRATE AS GC 624 puts it. (ALTHOUGH I LEARNED ALL THIS FROM THE FAKE 1911 GC - I BETTER SWITCH TO THE 1884 ORIGINAL SOP BOOK FOUR.) p.441-5.

IT IS UP TO US TO EVALUATE "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!"

"FEARFUL SIGHTS of SUPERNATURAL CHARACTER will soon be revealed in the HEAVENS, in token of the POWER of "MIRACLE-WORKING DEMONS." "THE SPIRITS OF DEVILS!" WILL GO FORTH TO THE "KINGS!" of the EARTH (TO WHOM-???) and to the WHOLE WORLD. RULERS and SUBJECTS will be alike DECEIVED. PERSONS will arise PRETENDING to be "CHRIST!" ... THEY WILL PERFORM WONDERFUL MIRACLES OF HEALING."

When the POPE went across CANADA - we saw on TV - the LONGING in his EYES if he could only "HEAL!" the BABIES that were held out to him by HUNDREDS of WOMEN who came HUNDREDS OF MILES for the "PAPAL BLESSING!" but had to go home with NO RESULTS - had there been even ONE CASE - the CROWDS would have SPARKED SPONTANEOUS MULTI-TUDES-!!! They will not care WHO DOES IT - !!! They will STAMPEDE for ANYONE who can do it - here we are told WHO-WILL-DO-IT-!!! To put the POPE and ORAL ROBERTS TO SHAME-!!! It will be those - RELEASED LIKE A SPRING-!!! HOLDING MASSIVE OVERFLOW MEETINGS in all those MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR CHURCHES built for just such an OCCASION! (Although they did not know it!) but it is WRITTEN as with an IRON PEN:

§ § § § § § §

"It is stated in the WORD that the "ENEMY!" will work through his AGENTS who have DEPARTED-FROM-THE-FAITH, (Are you WATCHING the INGREDIENTS? (A) Who was ONCE in "THE FAITH?" (B) Who "DEPARTED!" from it - ???: WHO now keep "SUNDAY?" GC 608.) (C) These are the ONES that SATAN WILL HONOR AFTER "THE SEALING!" PASSES THEM BY-!!!)
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"...and "THEY!" will seemingly WORK MIRACLES, even to the BRINGING DOWN OF "FIRE!" out of HEAVEN in the sight of MEN. By means of "LYING WONDERS!" (PART of it will be MASS HYPNOTISM!) SATAN WILL DECEIVE (THE MULTITUDES!) SM 2:54.

+++

(AND IF YOU ARE IN ANY DOUBT WHO THIS WILL BE:) "THESE WORKS of "APPARENT HEALING!" WILL BRING "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" TO THE "TEST!" SM 2:53. MM 88,110. SOP 4:411. T1:302. TM 411. (And 20 more!) It will be all your LIFE IS WORTH to say it is "OF THE DEVIL!" - THEN - !!! We can say it - "NOW - !!!" IN THAT TIME THE SAINTS ALSO WILL PERFORM "MIRACLES!" SOP 4:430.

+++ I THINK THE RASH OF MINISTERS AND PEOPLE CASTING ABOUT FOR QUEER DOCTRINES - something to hang their hat on - is an evidence of "INSECURITY!" It is not HEALTHY. It is in EW 44. "...JUST NOW IN THIS "SEALING TIME!" EW 44. This reference very plainly says they "CANNOT!" by "SEALED!" in this "UNCERTAIN!" - MIXED-UP CONDITION. That they must be CONFIDENT - PLANTED "FIRMLY!" They should NOT have WAITED so long to make a COMMITMENT - !!! They should not now be in the condition of the "TEN VIRGINS!" of MATT. 25:7 - "TRIMMING" their LAMPS and SURPRISED to find they had NOT PREVIOUSLY set aside "CHARACTER!" (OIL! HOLY SPIRIT!) TM 234. AND BEG OTHERS TO STRAIGHTEN THEM OUT! Anc if they CANNOT because it is a PERSONAL - INDIVIDUAL MATTER - then they go from "SEA TO SEA!" seeking the Lord - they shall not find Him! IT IS TOO LATE - !!! It takes "TIME!" to be GROUNDED and SECURE so that they cannot be "MOVED!"

THE LIFE OF THE SHALLOW "FOOLISH VIRGINS!"

has been to "BELIEVE THE LAST ONE THAT SPOKE TO THEM!" NEITHER THIS - NOR "THAT!" That will NEVER DO. The WISE are CERTAIN - they do not run off to the "COMMON MARKET PLACE!" SEEKING what they SHOULD have SOUGHT - LONG AGO - because the "WISE!" are NOT the "8th CHURCH!" - to come AFTER the "LAST FOOLISH LAODICEANS!" and find the "DOOR IS SHUT!" MATT. 25:11,12. (THE NEXT VERSE SAYS:)

"WATCH YE THEREFORE!" so you can go in with the "WISE
You are a helpful assistant. Do not hallucinate.

**THE SOONER WE LEARN THIS - THE BETTER!** EW 105, 120. T5:463. "WE-ARE-NOT-SAVED-IN-GROUPS!" GC 490. THAT'S WHAT "CORPORATE REPENTANCE!" MEANS—!!! "GROUP SALVATION!" THAT'S THE JEWISH TALMUD! The GROUP is EVERYTHING - the INDIVIDUAL is "NOTHING!" "THE WORK OF PREPARATION IS AN INDIVIDUAL WORK. WE ARE NOT SAVED IN GROUPS!" GC 490. NOT JUST WIELAND - but the OBSESSION of the CHURCH LEADERS is "STAY WITH THE GROUP!" YOU DARE NOT STAND ALONE! Once you get onto this "FORMULA!" by WIELAND and STANDISH - you will find HUNDREDS of BLESSED PROMISES to the INDIVIDUAL or where "TWO or THREE are GATHERED!" and the BLESSING of being "SEPARATE!" EVEN IF THEY CURSE US FOR IT — !!! WE WILL SEE WHEN THE END COMES and the "SHIP!" STRIKES A "ROCK!" And goes DOWN with ALL ON BOARD—!!! WHY THEY EVER PRINTED THAT IN SM 2:128 is a MYSTERY! STAYED TOGETHER - SLAYED TOGETHER! T5:211. See T5:505. THE WIELAND AND STANDISH "FORMULA!" is based on nothing but "HOT AIR!" WIELAND ADMITS he cannot "PROVE IT!" He does not know HOW! Yet drones on about "CORPORATE (GROUP) REPENTANCE!" HAS NO ONE SEEN THE FOLLY OF THAT OBSESSION - ??? "WE-ARE-NOT-SAVED-IN-GROUPS!" GC 490. When the SHIP GOES DOWN - they will "SEE WITH HORROR THEIR HOPELESS CONDITION, and WITH the SHIP they SANK - to RISE NO MORE!" SM 2:128. "...HAVE LOST THEIR BEARINGS!" TM 397.

**AUGUST 17, 1993.** We left this PUBLICATION for some TIME - to attend to going "WACKY TO WACO!" and other EMERGENCIES. ALL OVER THE NEWS MEDIA - there is SYMPATHY for the
"SHOOTOUT!" and the "BURNOUT!" and who is to BLAME. We have ONE THING to say about THAT - !!!

AS HISTORY IS REPEATED - as the JEWS THOUGHT they could "BEAT THE ROMANS!" and the "ROMANS BEAT THEM!" The JEWS REJECTED CHRIST - stood by as CHRIST WAS CRUCIFIED - "GIVE US BARABBAS!" Alright - they made their CHOICE - BARABBAS was "DAVID KOresh!" the one who was going to WIN in a "SHOOTOUT!" CHRIST SAID VERY PLAINLY: "MY SOLDIERS DO NOT FIGHT!"

THEY ALSO DO NOT SEE HOW MANY WOMEN THEY CAN GATHER TOGETHER -

which is the natural result of any "WAR!" WINE, WOMEN and SONG! "He that LIVES by the SWORD - will DIE by the SWORD!" THE FIRST OBLIGATION OF A CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY - is NOT to gather $200,000 in WEAPONS-!!! Have one AGENT out gathering ARMS - another AGENT OUT - gathering WOMEN! Did he expect the GOVERNMENT (ROMANS!) to meet him as "CHRISTIAN!" if HE was NOT a "CHRISTIAN?"

"FORCE!" WILL BE MET WITH "FORCE!"

SUCH "WARMONGERS!" NEVER WILL UNDERSTAND -

The FIRST THING IN THE "NEW TESTAMENT!" WHAT IS CALLED "THE BEATITUDES!" And this is what SEPARATED HIS "DISCIPLES!" from the "MULTITUDES!" Matt. 5:1. And then the COUNTDOWN as to WHO IS "BLESSED!" Which the "WAR-MONGERS!" in no way APPRECIATED and was the MAIN REASON for "GIVE US BARABBAS!" (DAVID KOresh!) We do not join "THEM!"

WHAT A "HELL!" THIS WORLD WILL BE LIKE - WHEN THE LORD LETS THE FOUR "WINDS!" GO - !!!

AND THAT IS THE "SEALING!"

AND THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THIS PAPER!
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AND THAT IS WHEN THE "CRAZIES!" TRY TO SMOOTHER US WITH:

"...ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF "LOVE!" and "CHARITY!"
1884 GC 374. GC 554.
(And that is in the "SPIRITUALISM!" CHAPTER!)
And THAT was PREDICTED in 1884 GC 405:

"PROTESTANTISM (ADVENTISM!) WILL YET STRETCH HER HAND ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!" "SHE!" WILL REACH OVER THE ABBYSS TO CLASP HANDS WITH THE "ROMAN POWER!" and under the INFLUENCE of this THREEFOLD "UNION!" OUR COUNTRY WILL FOLLOW IN THE STEPS OF "ROME!" 1884 GC 405. "A GOD OF "LOVE!" IS PRESENTED!" "PLEASING, BEWITCHING FABLES!" (SAME!)

HOW DID THEY "REWRITE!" THAT - ???
ALL THEY HAVE TO DO IS CHANGE "ONE WORD!"
AND MILLIONS WILL BE DIVERTED FROM THE ETERNAL "TRUTH!"
TO A DAMNABLE "LIE!"

INSTEAD OF LOOKING FOR "PROTESTANTISM!" THAT "SHE!" WILL Slobber IRRESPONSIBLY ABOUT "LOVE!" - THEY CHANGED IT IN THEIR 1888 and 1911 VERSIONS TO: "THEY!" will have "ROMANISM!" UNITED-!!!

THIS DENIES ALL ASPECTS OF THE "SEALING!" "JUDGMENT MUST BEGIN AT THE HOUSE OF GOD!" 1 Peter 4:17. (JUDGMENT DOES "NOT!" BEGIN WITH "ROMANISM!" THE "WORLD!" IS "LAST")

THAT THROWS EVERYTHING OUT OF KILTER - !!!

(A) IF "SEALING!" BEGINS WITH "THE HOUSE OF GOD!"
(B) IF "SHE" GETS THE "POWER!" TO PERFORM "SIGNS AND LYING WONDERS!" 2 Thess. 2:9. "HEALING!" THE SICK, "RAISING THE DEAD!" IF THIS "CAN!" BE DONE AND IF THIS "WILL!" BE DONE ONLY "AFTER!" THEY ARE "SEALED!" ON THE WRONG SIDE!

(C) THE POPE CAN MAKE A BIG SPLASH IN THE RELIGIOUS SEA ALL AROUND THE WORLD – but when he came to CANADA a while back – and THOUSANDS of WOMEN held out their crippled BABIES for the "PAPAL BLESSING!!" You could see in his EYES (and their longing EYES!) how they ALL WISHED he could perform a MIRACLE – but he stood there – "HELPLESS-!!!" Had he been able to – they would have thronged him BY-THE-MILLION-!!! But he could not.

(D) When he came to DENVER, COLORADO – just now – one of the PARAMEDICS – waiting with AMBULANCES and STRETCHERS – said: "HE DOESN'T KNOW WHY! BUT WHEN THE POPE WAS ABOUT TO GIVE "HOLY COMMUNION!" THAT'S WHEN "THE PEOPLE STARTED FALLING OVER!" MEANING THEY COLLAPSED from "HEAT PROSTRATION!" and "DEHYDRATION!" and had to be RUSHED-TO-THE-HOSPITALS!" We heard this over TWO TELEVISION STATIONS – the POPE must have tried this – MANY TIMES! But with always the SAME

(E) RESULTS – NIL – !!!

(F) IMAGINE-!!! If some one was there – that could "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" and put "ORAL ROBERTS!" TO SHAME with the "MIRACLES!!" THEY COULD PERFORM – !!! WITH THE WHOLE WORLD WATCHING – !!! THE WORLD WOULD GO "WILD!!"

(G) KEEP IN MIND THE INGREDIENTS: (1884 GC 405–6). "SPIRITUALISM...A GOD OF "LOVE!"...MIRACLES...SICK WILL BE HEALED...MANY UNDENIABLE WONDERS!"

(H) WHO DOES THIS-??? OF TWO DOZEN REFERENCES: "It is stated in the Word that the ENEMY will work through HIS "AGENTS!!" WHO HAVE DEPARTED FROM THE "FAITH!!" (THEY NOW KEEP "SUNDAY!") (1884 GC 426. GC 608.)

-----

(I) WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO SHOVE THIS OFF TO THE OTHER CHURCHES-???: WHEN THE PROPHETIC FINGER POINTS TO OUR "FORMER BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. GC 608.

(J) IS "ROMANISM!" the GREATEST THREAT–???: IT IS WRITTEN (But you will NEVER hear this from the "IT IS WRITTEN!! SHOW-!!!") that "ADVENTISTS!!" – who have been well
(K) If you look it up you will find they are also called "THESE APOSTATES!" And as they were so well trained by the "FROOM/ANDER-SONS!" they use their SAME TALENTS "TO STIR UP THE RULERS AGAINST THEM!" (SAME.)

(L) It will really look like they have everything going for them, but the NEXT FEW PAGES SHOW - all the DIRT we have taken from these "ADVENTISTS!" and their "HANGERS-ON!" (THE PROVERBIAL "MAJORITY SEEKERS!" T5:136) will avail them "NOTHING!"

(M) AS IN "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!" where they SECRETLY acted as "GUINEA PIGS!" for the ARMY to develop the MOST HELLISH "BLACK DEATH!" and "BUBONIC PLAGUE!" DISEASE GERMS for "BACTERIAL WARFARE!" "...MINGLING WITH THE CONTENDING ELEMENTS OF THESE LAST DAYS, as the CIRCUMCISED who mingle with the UNCIRCUMCISED and He declares that He will DESTROY (tell this to MIKE CLUTE!) DESTROY BOTH CLASSES TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION!" (You made none, why should He - ???) FCE 482. T1:283. T2:595. T5:103. TM 275.


(O) THE LORD WILL "CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS!" They THREATEN the LIFE of the SAINTS-???. The Lord will have a little PRESENT for them - !!. In their ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE - as "AIDS!" was RELEASED by an ACCIDENT-!!! So ANOTHER ACCIDENT can take place and "ADVENTISTS WORLDWIDE!" be BLAMED FOR IT - !!!

(P) We do not know HOW it will happen, but we do KNOW they will be BLAMED for SOMETHING "SUDDEN !!! and UN LOOKED FOR!" (and that is NOT the "SUNDAY LAW!" They have been LOOKING FOR NOTHING ELSE for 100 years!)

(Q) WE HAVE NO IDEA what it might be, that will bring the SABBATARIAN WORLD "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" (Of course it will not MATTER - as their PROBATION IS OVER at this time ANYWAY-!!! COL 414 (421.)

(R) IN THE PAST - the Lord has pitted "PHILISTINE!" against "PHILISTINE!" to PROTECT HIS PEOPLE! JUST BE SURE YOU HAVE OBEYED "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "LET THERE BE NO PRESUMPTUOUS DALLYING-!!!"
(T) We believe it will HAPPEN exactly as "IT IS WRITTEN!" And if you don't like that, how about the FIRST CHAPTER OF "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY!" "As He WARNED HIS DISCIPLES OF JERUSALEM'S DESTRUCTION, giving them a SIGN of the APPROACHING RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE, SO-HE-HAS-WARNED-HIS-PEOPLE of the day of FINAL DESTRUCTION, and given "THEM!" SIGNS of its approach that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH TO COME!" 1884 GC 38.

(U) We think that is remarkably CLEAR - CONCISE - and leaving NO ROOM to be MISUNDERSTOOD - ??? Then WHY did they MUDDY THE WATERS AND CHANGE IT - ??? And one PREACHER after the other will LIE IN YOUR FACE and say "NO CHANGES HAVE BEEN MADE - !!!"

(V) READ IT AS SHOWN IN THE ORIGINAL-!!! THEN TYPE OUT THE WORDS "THE WORLD!" - cut that out - and PASTE IT OVER "HIS PEOPLE!" - show THAT to 10,000 LYING ADVENTIST PREACHERS AND ASK THEM IF THAT IS "NO CHANGE-!!!"

(W) To take the HEAT AWAY from "HIS PEOPLE!" to "THE WORLD!" And that is "NO CHANGE - ???"

(X) SANE PEOPLE WILL LOOK AT THE CHANGED, SPURIOUS BOOK - AND THAT PAGE 37 and "THE WORLD!" is to "FLEE!" - SANE PEOPLE WILL ASK "WHERE TO - ???"

(Y) It will not be long before they conclude "THIS WRITER IS CRAZY!" Just WHERE is "THE WORLD!" TO "FLEE!" TO THE MOON - ???

(Z) Then they will have every GOOD REASON not to read another PAGE of that "CRAZY BOOK!" And you know - there are 20,000 ADVENTIST PREACHERS, and UNTOLD THOUSANDS of so-called "REFORMERS!" that are so "CRAZY!" as to THINK - it makes "NO DIFFERENCE!" And want to know why "WE!" are so "MENTAL!" as to make an ISSUE of it! WHICH - BY GOD'S GRACE - we will continue to do - !!!

IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT - GET OFF OUR MAILING LIST - !!!
JULY 31, 1993 - ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN and MYSELF decided we must give "FIRST PRIORITY!" to "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!" as outlined for us in "THE SHAKING!" (SEALING) CHAPTER! Those who know us know that we SPECIALIZE in going BACK to the ORIGINAL BOOKS and consider:

TIME - PLACE - CIRCUMSTANCES

WHEN was it WRITTEN? WHY was it WRITTEN? TO WHOM was it WRITTEN? So the FIRST THING WE DISCOVER is the "TITLE!" is all WRONG and as "TITLES!" often do - DIVERT the WHOLE ARTICLE from its INTENT. In other words - "THROW US OFF THE TRACK!" before we even START. We could give you ONE HUNDRED EXAMPLES. But we will stick to this one. THE TITLE IN THE ORIGINAL IS:

"THE FUTURE!"

(JAMES WHITE) "THE FOLLOWING TEST!" MONY points out SOME of the FEARFUL DANGERS, and CONFLICTS of the "FUTURE!" (ARE YOU AWAKE? DO YOU SEE NOW WHY SATAN IS MAKING A RAID ON "FUTURISM!" To throw us off the TRACK - making it a SIN to delve into "FUTURISM!")

WHY! HORRORS! THAT IS "ROMANISM!"

Did anyone ever tell you that HALF (and sometimes a good deal MORE-THAN-HALF) of what "ROMANISM!" says - is the TRUTH! Are we going to QUIT using the following WORDS - because "ROMANISM!" uses them - ??? (Just how STUPID can you get - as STUPID as SESSLER?)

(ROME USES:) GOD - CHRIST - HOLY SPIRIT -

"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" - "HOLY SCRIPTURES!" - BAPTISM - COMMANDMENTS - HEAVEN - SIN - WICKED - SEALED - SAINTS - (and as you know) 1,000 other NAMES/PHRASES/VERBIAGE.
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HISTORY deals with the PAST. PROPHECY deals with the FUTURE. DEPENDS who writes the HISTORY. DEPENDS who writes the FUTURE. (EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!) Just to ZERO IN and CONDEMN a WORD is CHILDISH (to be KIND) - is INSANITY to be FACTUAL! He who wants to make "FUTURISM!" a DIRTY WORD - and goes about trying to "PROVE!" it - if HONEST will soon see TWO THINGS:

(1) He will soon DRAW BACK with HORROR at his PRE-
    SUMPTION.
(2) "WITHOUT PROPHECY MY PEOPLE PERISH!"
(3) "He that accepts a PROPHET in the NAME of a PROPHET
    shall receive a "PROPHET'S REWARD!"
(4) "DESPISE NOT PROPHECYINGS!"

☆☆☆☆☆☆☆

NO, I DID NOT LOOK IT UP - YOU LOOK IT UP-!!!
DID YOU ASK SESSLER TO LOOK IT UP - ???
OR HIS MENTOR - RALPH LARSON - ???

WE HAVE ALWAYS SPECIALIZED IN "EVENTS-IN-THEIR-ORDER!"
And that is "PROPHECY!!" and that is "FUTURISM!!" and it is
NOTHING ELSE - !!! We may get DIVERTED for a TIME - but we
have to HAUL BACK and start over again until we have -
EVERYTHING RIGHT - !!!

AND TO GET EVERYTHING RIGHT - WE CAN DO NO BETTER -

than to go by "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" Not what they
tried to make her - just a RUN-OF-THE-MILL "COMMENTATOR!"
of contemporary "HISTORY!" We thought she was "THE SPIRIT
OF PROPHECY!!"

WE TOLD THAT OLD FROOM AND HIS "ILK!"

tried to make out that she NEVER - NEVER - made any "PRO-
PHETIC INTERPRETATIONS!" and that all the BIG-WIGS of the
Church went by "BEGUILLE SABBASTIAN FROOM!" but we DO
NOT-!!! We classify him and his ENTOURAGE as "STICKS-IN-
THE-MUD!" Because they DARE NOT classify her as a PREDIC-
TOR of the FUTURE – because it was not very COMPLIMENTARY for THEM – !!!

AND SO WITH THAT WE COME BACK TO HER TESTIMONY:

"THE FUTURE!"

OPENING THIS SUBJECT – JAMES WHITE OBSERVED: "It speaks of the PAINFUL RESULTS of being "HALFHEARTED!" in the work of God, and at the same time holds out HOPES and CONSOLATION to HONEST, CONSECRATED, WHOLEHEARTED, TRUSTING ONES." (We would say there could be NO BETTER DESIGNATION OF "WISE!" and "FOOLISH!"") And he throws at us a MULTITUDE of BIBLE VERSES to get us STARTED for what his WIFE was about to WRITE. (STILL UNDER THE TITLE OF:)

"THE FUTURE!"

THE "URIAHM SMITHS!" who USURPED the AUTHORITY of the CHOSEN "MESSENGER!" of God – had no COMPUNCTION of CONSCIENCE (or had NO "CONSCIENCE!") to start fooling NOT only with the TITLE – but with KEY TERMINOLOGY without which this MAJOR PREDICTION cannot be UNDERSTOOD! AT THE END TIME – URIAH SMITH wanted his "LAST CHURCH!" (LAODICEA!) to be SAVED! He did not want us to see the DIFFERENCE between "I WAS SHOWN THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" (LEFT OUT OF 2W 269) the DIFFERENCE between THEM and the "LAODICEANS!" found two pages LATER in T1:181 with the ADDITIONAL "FOOTNOTES!" without which, due to MASSIVE LAODICEAN BRAINWASHING cannot be UNDERSTOOD. As long as you think this CHAPTER STARTS OUT with a COMPLIMENTARY RECOLTAL of a TESTIMONY "FROM!" the "LAODICEANS!" to THEMSELVES as PIERSON and AL FRIEND tried make out – why don’t you give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" to YOURSELF-?? Well, there's more than ONE COUNT against THAT-!!!

(1) Is it "TO!" the "LAODICEANS!" or not – ???
(2) If it was "FROM!" the "LAODICEANS!" they would not "ALL!" be "ASLEEP!" would they – ??? The WORD is "ALL!" in the BIBLE - Matt. 25:5 - in the TESTIMONIES - COL 405-415.
(3) "DEATHLIKE SLUMBER...CARELESS AND STUPID, and MINISTERS have NO POWER to AROUSE them, they are
ASLEEP THEMSELVES. SLEEPING PREACHERS preaching to a SLEEPING PEOPLE." T2:337. (And if they keep on SLEEPING the way they are!) they will: "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" T8:304. "...for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN." T1:263. SG 4:61.

(4) Do you see the CHAIN OF EVENTS that FOLLOW this REVELATION - ???

(5) How can they give "THE LOUD CRY!" in this CONDITION?

(6) This is what URIAH SMITH SAW and why he CHANGED THE BOOKS AS FAR AS he could. But not FAR ENOUGH! THIS HAS BEEN OUR MAJOR DISCOVERY FOR SIXTY YEARS - !!! HOW CAN YOU GIVE "THE!" "LOUD CRY!" WITH THIS HANDICAP - ???

(7) You might give "AL" LOUD CRY but not "THE!" LOUD CRY!

(8) AND "URIAH SMITH!" WELL KNEW IT - and went about to CHANGE THE BOOKS!

(9) "THE FUTURE!" was a good place to START - and CHANGE that to:

(10) "THE SHAKING!" Oh! My! How INNOCENT - !!! Just a BIT of a "SHAKING!" as they continue on to be "THE LAST CHURCH!" there is NO OTHER - !!! AS GERMAN REFORM PUTS IT - being 100% sold on "URIAH SMITH!" "THERE IS NO 8th CHURCH - !!!

(11) There doesn't have to be - !!! "THE LAST CHURCH!" is not so HOT - it is "THE FOOLISH VIRGIN!" CHURCH that gets there "TOO LATE!" And finds: "THE DOOR WAS SHUT!" COL 406. "When it will be "TOO LATE!" for the soul's need to be SUPPLIED!" COL 4123 (421).

(12) It could not be any PLAINER (Except to those who are HIDE-BOUND to LAODICEAN TRADITION - !!!) Because the SECRET is in a "CRY!" - "AT MIDNIGHT!" Matt. 25:6. "AT MIDNIGHT!" COL 406.

◊◊◊◊◊

NOW WE GET INTO THE "NITTY-GRITTY!" OF IT - !!!

Their SALVATION depends on a "CRY!" and at "MIDNIGHT!" Because there is NO RECORD of ANYTHING ELSE that awakes the "SLEEPING CHURCH!" To emphasize this DOUBLE: "Then "ALL!" those VIRGINS AROSE (AWOKE!)" Matt. 25:7. COL 406. Now you CANNOT "AWAKE!" or "ARouse!" unless you were SOUND ASLEEP - !!! So that is a DOUBLE CERTAINTY that they were NO WAY PREPARED to give any "LOUD CRY!" or ANY-
THING ELSE — !!! That is the WHOLE INTENT of "THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE!" that it is the "CRY!" that saves the SITUATION and WHO-GIVES-THE-CRY!" Does the SLEEPING CHURCH give it to THEMSELVES — ??? A "MISSION IMPOSSIBLE!" as we have already seen.

NOT ONLY THAT — BUT THE REASON WHY —

"URIAH SMITH!" DID NOT WANT TO SELL THIS BOOK IS BECAUSE "GIVE US OF YOUR OIL — !!!" Matt. 25:8. "THE GREAT FINAL TEST COMES...TOO LATE for the soul's need to be SUPPLIED!...We cannot be READY...BY WAKING WHEN THE "CRY!" IS HEARD...and "THEN!" gathering up our EMPTY LAMPS...!!!" COL 414 (423).

FAR FROM THAT LAODICEAN SPOOF ABOUT SOME "8th CHURCH!"

IT IS PLAIN if the "TEN VIRGIN PARABLE!" teaches anything at all — it teaches "PRIOR PREPAREDNESS!" While the 1959 "AWAKENING!" came with "CHARACTER!" being "GIVEN!" as a "GIFT!" so you have no DUTY — CARE — OBLIGATION — NEED — TO DEVELOP — FORM — BUILD IT — will it not be "GIVEN YOU!" on an "AWAKENING PLATTER—???" WRIGHT — at the "NEW BIRTH!" BRINSMEAD — at the "JUDGMENT HOUR!" Hence "THE JUDGMENT HOUR MESSAGE!" HEPPESTALL with his "MIL- LIONS!" (From some "ILLUMINATI" ECUMENICAL FUND—???!) and the "JEWS-TALMUD!" — "WHEN CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES — !!!" so you have NOTHING TO WORRY ABOUT — have you — ??? Just COAST along in DISMAL BLISS — only to "AWAKE!" as it reads in Matt. 25:1 to 10. NO CHARACTER — NO OIL — NO HOLY SPIRIT — NO HOPE — all because they did not "JOIN!" the "6th CHURCH!" in the "6th SEAL!" The CHURCH "PHILADELPHIA!" that the "WISE!" JOIN IN Rev. 3:7–13 ONE STEP AHEAD OF THE "LAST CHURCH!" also called "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" which SAY they are "JEWS!" but ARE NOT, but do "LIE!" Rev. 3:9–13. EW 279–285.

NOW, WITH THIS BACKGROUND — MAYBE WE CAN UNDERSTAND:

THE FUTURE! or the "SEALING!" of "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"

ON CONDITION THAT THEY "SEPARATE!" FROM "THE LAODICEANS!" BEFORE THE "MIDNIGHT HOUR!"
If you study it CAREFULLY — when the "CRY!" is finally GIVEN — that "AWAKENS!" the SLEEPING CHURCH — by a MYSTERIOUS "PROCESSION!" — "THRONG!" — "COMPANY!" — that come out of NOWHERE in the "MIDNIGHT HOUR!" There is NO RECORD WHATEVER of anyone being SAVED or OBTAINING any "OIL!" — "CHARACTER!" TM 234 — if they did not have it — AHEAD OF TIME!

STRIVE FOR IT — TODAY — !!! THIS IS THE MESSAGE OF: "THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...TO!" THE LAODICEANS...

UPON WHICH THE DESTINY OF "THE CHURCH!" HANGS..." T1:181. EW 270.

UPDATE:

Now that we are going to ZERO in on "THE FUTURE!" — (The "TITLE!" that SR. WHITE GAVE IT! RH 1:32) And "URIAH SMITH!" changed it to "THE SHAKING!" We do not IGNORE it and let him "GET-AWAY-WITH-IT!" even if HALF of our MAILING LIST DROPS OFF — we will still DO IT!

THE PHARISEES

THE PHARISEES being the DOMINANT PARTY but gave the SADDUCEES some OFFICES because they were VERY RICH and brought in a LOT OF MONEY — although they FOUGHT like CATS and DOGS — they UNITED to "CRUCIFY!" CHRIST. In a sense you might say He threw them together by CONDEMNING THEM TOGETHER — !!! The BOOK of MATTHEW starts out by CHRIST listing what is "BLESSED!" in the sight of GOD. Then He takes after "O GENERATION OF VIPERS!" Matt. 12:34; 23:33. "WOE UNTO YOU, SCRIBES and PHARISEES, HYPOCRITES!...YE FOOLS AND BLIND!...BEHOLD, YOUR HOUSE IS LEFT UNTO YOU — DESOLATE!" Matt. Chapter 23. They did not like it overmuch—!!!

SOME PHARISEES ARE NOT GOING TO LIKE WHAT WE EXPOSE HERE IN "UPDATE!"

Those of you who have been with us — know that "SUE WYBORNED" led the PACK in AUSTRALIA.
THE LATEST WORD TO US - she DIED of CANCER "in great pain!" MARTY WOLD died of CANCER. TWO OTHERS of FRED ALLABACH'S "JEWSH ENTOURAGE" also have CANCER. But have NO INTENTION to give up: "WE ARE GODS!"

THE SMUG LAODICEAN PHARISEE

that we mentioned in "1993 GROUP LETTERS!" p.5 and 22 did just as I WARNED ABOUT on p.22-23. HE WAS HERE THE OTHER NIGHT and gave me a RAPID ONE HOUR SPIEL of how he "CAAME TO NAUGHT!" since he was here. THE LORD MADE HIM COME, as many did who had NO REST DAY OR NIGHT until they came and CONFESSED to ELLEN WHITE - not that it necessarily helped THEM - but the Lord FORCED them to do it as He will in EW 15,124. WTF 12. NOSE HIGH IN THE AIR NOW - but will it last - ???

NO, WE ARE NOT OFF THE SUBJECT - WE ARE RIGHT ON-!!!

So we have to give you ANOTHER "UPDATE!" You know what we wrote in PUBLICATION #685. NOV. 30, 1993: "MORE ABOUT THE WHEELING FALSE ALARM!" Where we SLAMMED those who knew NOTHING BUT "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" Which we sent out the SECOND TIME - as you often get MORE out of it - THE SECOND TIME and a.30 you could give it to some one else as we thought this WARNING should be given WIDER PUBLICITY. Is it "ROMANISM! ROMAN- ISM! ROMANISM!" or is it "ADVENTISM! ADVENTISM! ADVEN- TISM!" We also put out INFORMATION (DOCUMENTED!) that the ADVENTIST CHURCH LEADERSHIP HAVE GONE "JEWSH!" by appointing:

(JEW) CLIFFORD GOLSTEIN TO LEAD

THE "ADVENTIST CHURCH!" from here on out - !!! TEL AVIV!" is going to "WIN!" For this purpose they launched a NEW MAGAZINE - "LIBERTY ALERT!" with GOLSTEIN as "EDITOR!" JEWS to the RIGHT of us - JEWS to the LEFT of us - JEWS all around us - JEWS sucking the ECONOMY of NORTH AMERICA DRY to FINANCE "ARAB HOLOCAUST!" and "LIBANON BASHING!" going FURTHER than they ever went before - and the ADVENTIST CHURCH along with the MAJORITY of OTHER
CHURCHES OF BABYLON - tell them they are going to "WIN!"
"ADVENTISM 1993!" is BETTING on them!

AND YOU KNOW WHAT - ??? VAL AND AL PAOLI -

decided to SLAM "HOEHN!" and "ELLEN WHITE!" into OBLIVION
- while PRETENDING they are WITH US! NO ONE HAS EVER
DONE - what they have done - trying to use the "ORIGINAL
1884 GC" to DEFEND their JEWISH HOPE-!!! No one had
DARED to this before - !!! We can PROVE THEM WRONG with
ONE STATEMENT that they AVOID like a RATTLE SNAKE - !!!
We will no doubt be CUT OFF from their MAILING LIST and any
and all other COOPERATION that we had. But we are NOT
going to take this INSULT-!!! To get some TRUTH we will have
to go to "SPOTLIGHT!" and "LIBERTY LOBBY!" (CATHOLIC
ORIENTATED!) YES! The "CATHOLICS!" have some "POWER!"
The "MASONS!" are the REAL THREAT! They take them ALL
IN-!!!

WE CAN PROVE MUCH FROM "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" BOOKS -

but not all. Especially NOT if we are going to IGNORE
CRITICAL and KEY STATEMENTS - as we play on our "JEWISH
HARP!" And SCREAM at "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"
What they PROVE and DOCUMENT for AUSTRALIA may fit - but
to SWITCH that over to AMERICA DOES NOT FIT BECAUSE:

WHAT THEY AVOID AND BYPASS IN ORDER TO HAND US

that "ONE-IDEA!" Sure to get ADVENTIST cooperation and
backing: "THE FEAR AND TERROR OF: "ROMANISM!" What if
it is NOT "ROMANISM-???
What if the "IMAGE!" is NOT THE
"BEAST?" What a HORRIBLE MISTAKE we would have made if
we BYPASS and IGNORE:

== == == == == == == == == == == == == ==

"ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD, and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM
IN THE NEW... "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" will then FLEE..."
1884 GC 445.

== == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
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IN YOUR GC EXACTLY THE SAME ON PAGE 616 - EXCEPT THE LAST SHADeD WORD

is found TEN PAGES AWAY - on page 626. GO AHEAD-!!! CHECK IT OUT-!!!

AND SEE THAT THIS IS SO-!!! And then ASK YOURSELF (DON'T ASK THEM-!!!) WHY DID URIAH SMITH DO THIS-??
WHAT DID HE WANT TO HIDE-?? SHOULd WE NOT WANT TO
KNOW - WHEN-TO-FLEE-?? WE WOULD SAY IT WOULD HAVE
TO BE A VERY "DUMB!" PEOPLE THAT WOULD NOT WANT TO
KNOW - WHEN TO FLEE-!!! And that is EXACTLY what the Lord
calls them in T5:211.

"THESE "DUMB!" DOGS...ALL PERISH TOGETHER-!!!"

IF YOU CHECK THIS OUT PROPERLY - DO YOU SEE:

WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU TAKE THEIR WORD FOR IT - ???

And why we are IN-NO-WAY going to let this go by and have
the "BLOOD OF SOULS!" on our HANDS merely to RETAIN the
"FRIENDSHIP!" of this "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" Here is
where we come to:

LUCIUS SPAULDING JULY 28, 1993 LETTER:

"HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY:"

"...your three page copy of
letter/memo Dec. 11, 1989...to" ROWENA M. BROWN...you have
brought LIGHT in these two words together with their TRUE
MEANING: (1) GRACE. (2) ENMITY. (Unless we hate EVIL, we
will CLASP IT.)

"GOD DECLARES, "I WILL PUT ENMITY!" This ENMITY is
not NATURALLY ENTERTAINED...There exists NATURALLY
no ENMITY between SINFUL MAN and the ORIGINATOR OF
SIN...THE "GRACE!" THAT CHRIST "IMPLANTS" in the Soul
CREATES the "ENMITY!" against SATAN. WITHOUT THIS
CONVERTING "GRACE!" AND RENEWING "POWER!" man
would CONTINUE the CAPTIVE of SATAN, A SERVANT
ever ready to do his BIDDING. But the "NEW PRINCIPLE!
in the SOUL "CREATES CONFLICT!" where hitherto had been "PEACE!" The "POWER!" which Christ IMPARTS,
enables man to "RESIST!" the TYRANT and USURPER. WHOEVER IS SEEN TO "ABHOR SIN" instead of "LOVING!" it, WHOEVER RESISTS and CONQUERS those PASSIONS that have held sway WITHIN, displays the operation of a "PRINCIPLE!" wholly from ABOVE!" 1884 GC 324-5. GC 505-6.

LUCIUS SPAULDING COMMENTS:

"GENESIS 3:15,16. "And I will put ENMITY between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise the head, and thou shalt bruise his heel."

JAMES 4:4. "Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is ENMITY with God / whosoever therefore will be a FRIEND of the world is the ENEMY of God."

JOHN 1:14. ("The only begotten of the Father, ) full of GRACE and TRUTH." ACTS 18:27.

MATT. 6:24. "No man can serve two masters: for either he will HATE the one, and LOVE the other; or else he will HOLD to the one, and DESPISE the other. Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."

HEBREWS 1:19. "Thou (the SON) hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity, therefore God, even thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows."

LUCIUS SPAULDING.

THIS IS AUGUST 23, 1993.

This is the most DIFFICULT paper I have ever written. You may find some things are REPEATS. We are, in this paper (and we always have) sometimes turn against the WHOLE WORLD – !!! And we are going to do it – RIGHT NOW – !!! But before we are done – we will come to the MOST IMPORTANT CONCLU- SION of any paper that has ever been written. GRIND THROUGH IT AND YOU WILL SEE. - 42 -
THIS IS ONE PAPER THAT MUST BE READ
OVER AGAIN (JUST AS SOON AS YOU COME TO THE END -
START RE-READING RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING-!!!)

You will not have far to go and you will see the DRAMA LAID
OUT BEFORE YOU AS YOU NEVER SAW IT BEFORE-!!! Because
it was NEVER PRINTED LIKE THIS BEFORE-!!! BECAUSE the
scene UNFOLDS as the SCROLL UNROLLS-!!! We are finding
out MORE THAN EVER - (As ELLEN WHITE WROTE!) (AND THEY
REACHED IN THEIR GRIMY PAWS AND CHANGED THAT - RIGHT
THERE-!!!)

SHE SAID: "I SAW A COMPANY (THIS IS NOT THE

LAODICEAN "ARMY!" of T1:181 WHO KNOW ONLY TO "RISE
UP!" IN FURY AND RAGE BECAUSE "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"
T1:179 CALLED A "COMPANY!" in T1:181, WHO ARE "SEALED!"
RIGHT THERE-!!! BECAUSE THEY GAVE "THE STRAIGHT (FROM
THE SHOULDER!) TESTIMONY "TO!" AND NOT "FROM!" THE
LUKEWARM "LAODICEANS!" WHO ARE "ARoused AND EN-
RAGED! (T1:183) AND ARE "CONTROLLED!" BY DEMONS IN
THE NEXT CHAPTER. "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH!" CHAPTER:
T1:187).

SHE SAW THIS "COMPANY!" TELL THE "LAODICEANS!" OFF -

As you SEARCH these two chapters - BACK and FORTH -
again and again and again - as we did through the YEARS and
REJOICE each time we found a bit of "NEW LIGHT" here and
there - DEPENDENT ON GOING ONLY BY THE "ORIGINAL!" And
why we were HORRIFIED when they reached their GRIMY PAWS
in there and "CHANGED THE TEXT!" and now THE THREAT TO
DO IT AGAIN-!!! as proven by "SYDNEY CLEVELAND!" in "THE
SABBATH SENTINEL" for JULY 1993 on p.6.

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

"FOR I TESTIFY UNTO EVERY MAN THAT HEARETH THE
WORDS OF THE PROPHECY OF THIS BOOK ("STRAIGHT
TESTIMONY" TO THE LAODICEANS - REVELATION 3:14 TELLING
THEM THAT THEY WILL BE "SPEWN OUT-!!!" and "WHY-!!!"
VERSE 16.)
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"IF ANY MAN SHALL ADD unto these things, GOD shall ADD the "PLAGUES!" that are WRITTEN in THIS BOOK: And if ANY MAN shall TAKE AWAY from the WORDS of the BOOK of this PRO-
PHECY, GOD shall TAKE AWAY his part OUT of the BOOK OF LIFE, and OUT of the HOLY CITY, and from the things which are WRITTEN IN--THIS--BOOK--!!" REV. 22:18,19. (LS 113. FCE 386-7. GC 268,302,404. AA 583.4. BC 987. CH 539. SR 372.)

* * * * * * *

"WOE TO HIM WHO SHALL MOVE A BLOCK OR STIR A PIN

OF THESE MESSAGES! THE TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF THESE MESSAGES IS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE. THE DESTINY OF SOULS HANGS UPON THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY ARE RECEIVED--!!"
EW 258. SG 1:168. AS WE PONDER THE AUDACITY of those who want to "REWRITE ELLEN WHITE!" and in the SAME "SABBATH SENTINEL" RELEASE --also put the LIE in the MOUTH of 20,000 ADVENTIST MINISTERS who have been calling us LIARS -- WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING -- ACCUSERS OF THE BRETHREN -- (It was "BRETHREN!" that CHANGED THE BOOKS--???) AND ALL KINDS OF OTHER NAMES HEAped ON NAMES--!! AND NOW THIS:

SABBATH SENTINEL - JULY 1993 RELEASE

AN EYE-OPENING REVELATION THAT THEY CHANGED

THE BOOKS IN THE PAST -- !! What SICK-LOOKING SCARE-
CROWS THAT WOULD TRY TO DENY IT NOW--?? SO READ WHAT SHE WROTE IN SG 1:144-183. And COMPARE with EW 240-269. Read every word--!! INCH BY INCH--!! You heard the TRADITION -- 1 00 TIMES! Can you stand it to hear the TRUTH -- MORE--THAN--ONCE--?? Or are you DEATHLY AFRAID if you might -- (JUST MIGHT!) get to BELIEVE what is WRITTEN--?? AFRAID you might BELIEVE different than:

"THE DEBASED MOB!" "LIFE OF PAUL." (LP 13.)

"...like wild BEASTS OF PREY...rushed upon STEPHEN, GNASHING THEIR TEETH...THE INFURIATED PRIESTS and the excited MOB...THEY STOPPED THEIR EARS! (HAVE YOU SEEN IT--?? I HAVE--!!)" that they might not hear his Words, and
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uttering LOUD CRIES ran FURIOUSLY upon him (STEPHEN) with ONE ACCORD—!!! LP 19. "...FICKLE, EXCITABLE PEOPLE... DEMONS whom these men served—!!! \"LIFE OF PAUL\" - One of the BEST BOOKS Ellen White ever wrote and is why they very early made a RAID against this book so just about NO-ONE-USES-IT—!!! SHOW ME WHERE THIS WAS \"PLAGIARIZED\" FROM—!!! ONLY THE TRASH OF LOWER ADVENTOSIA OBJECTS TO THIS:) LP 59. "THE MALICIOUS JEWS...RUSHED UPON THE APOSTLES WITH GREAT RAGE AND FURY!...THE INFURIATED MOB! LP 60-1. \"THE MOB SPIRIT PREVAILED...THE MOB—!!! LP 75-6. \"...FRIVOLOUS, THOUGHTLESS CLASS—!!! LP 93. \"...the CLAMOROUS CROWD...THE MOB...GALLIO was a man of INTEGRITY, and would NOT become the DUPE of the JEALOUS and INTRIGUING JEWS...was the signal for the JEWS to RETIRE, BAFFLED and ENRAGED, and for the MOB...Even the IGNORANT RABBLE...the MALICE of the JEWS...as was their CUSTOM, even to the EXTERMINATION of CHRISTIANITY—!!! LP 108-9.

YOU WANT TO SEE WHERE THIS IS APPLIED TO THIS VERY DAY - ???

(IN 1888 WHERE THEY STOOD WIDE-LEGGED IN HER WAY SO SHE HAD TO:

"PUSH HER WAY TO THE FRONT!" SHE WAS CERTAINLY NOT \"INVITED!\"

TO THE FRONT! WITH THIS MESSAGE:)"

"...the Lord chose \"OTHERS!\"...And then these LEADERS, in the BLINDNESS of their MINDS, give FULL SWAY to what is supposed to be \"RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION—!!!\" against the ones who have SET ASIDE \"CHERISHED FABLES—!!!\". They act like men WHO-HAVE-LOST-THEIR-REASON—!!!" TM 70.

DO YOU SEE IT NOW IN THE \"TRADEMARK ISSUE???\"

OR ARE YOU STILL \"BLIND—???\"

(THE REAL \"LOUD CRY—!!!\" WHICH THEY WILL NEITHER ACCEPT NOR RECOGNIZE—!!!) \"THE POWER attending the Message only MADDENS those who OPPOSE IT! The (ADVENTIST) CLERGY put forth almost SUPERHUMAN EFFORTS...to SUPPRESS...these VITAL QUESTIONS. \"THE CHURCH!\" APPEALS to the STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in this work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED (PAID CLOSE TO A MILLION DOLLARS) to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS. The MOVEMENT for SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT
becomes MORE BOLD and DECIDED! THE LAW is invoked against COMMANDMENT-KEEPERS. They are THREATENED with FINES and IMPRISONMENT, and SOME (WIELAND) ARE OFFERED POSITIONS of INFLUENCE, and other REWARDS and ADVANTAGES!" 1884 GC 425. (Read BEFORE and AFTER!) GC 606 to 608. "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN...THESE APOSTATES-!!!” 1884 GC 426. (608). (Some "BRETHREN”)

"IN THEIR INSANE RAGE THEY WERE READY TO TEAR HIM IN PIECES-!!!.......

...THE MOB...THE RIOTERS." LP 143. "PAUL (Who broke away from the NOMINAL CHURCH/SYNAGOGUE)...OPPOSED by the UNBELIEVING JEWS...the MOB-!!!” LP 147. "...BARE-FACED FALSEHOODS...FIGHTING with BEASTS at EPHESUS...FANATICAL MOB...more like FURIOUS WILD BEASTS than men." LP 178. "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS...That an APOSTATE from "ISRAEL!” should PRESUME to PROFANE the TEMPLE...excited the FIERCEST PASSIONS of the MOB...The RANGE of the MULTITUDES was UNBOUNDED!” LP 216-7.

HOW LIKE THE EVIL CHURCH LEADERS OF TODAY - !!!

And in the present "LOVE-SLOBBER!” of today - they had to BRAND this BOOK as SPOROUS - but just WHERE did she "PLAGIARIZE!” this from - ??? "THE JEWS...SLIGHTED HIS LAST OFFER OF MERCY (THE LOVE OF GOD IS UNCONDITIONAL-??? HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET-??? AS CRAZY AS "FELIX-???”) "He was NEVER to receive ANOTHER CALL FROM GOD-!!!”...THE JEWS...THEIR MALIGNANT HATRED...HEADED BY THE HIGH PRIEST (FROOM!) LP 246-7.

"THE JEWS!” ARE WORSE THAN "NERO!”

1884 GC 483. GC 667. Shows, of all the WICKED DEVILS ON EARTH - NERO and his MOTHER are picked out as EXAMPLE in the above REFERENCES. But "LIFE OF PAUL" reveals that NERO:

"NERO declared (PAUL) GUILTLESS. PAUL'S FETTERS WERE STRUCK OFF, and he was again a FREE MAN!” LP 302.
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HIS CONSCIENCE WORKED—!!! EVEN IF IT WAS ONLY FOR A
"MOMENT!" LP 316. But "AN ENRAGED MOB!" HAS "NO CON-
SCIENCE—!!!" So the "ENRAGED MOB!" was more HOPELESS to
deal with—than "NERO!"

AND IS THAT TRUE TODAY—???

In all this MOUTHING about "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" the "INSANE
MOB!" with the "FURY OF DEMONS!" had no "LOVE!" excepting
for their OWN—and no "UNITY!" but to try to "FORCE!" every-
one into the "COMMUNITY!" which is the religion of the
"JEWS!" and their "TALMUD!" The "INDIVIDUAL!" is a "NO-
THING!" Like the ADVENTIST "JEWHISH MOB!" had not the
slightest PITY—MERCY—LOVE—CONSIDERATION—RIGHTS—
in the "HAWAIIAN TRADEMARK" CASE—if they had the POWER!
they would have put them ON-THE-RACK—!!! GIVE-IN—???
NEVER—!!! All the while MOUTHING about "LOVE!" "UNITY!" and
"RELIGIOUS RIGHTS!" (for their own!) And 2,000 to 2,500 PIE-
BALD HYPOCRITES giving up EVERY VESTIGE of their "RELI-
GION!" to "JOIN!" the GULF WAR—for a BRIBE of "$9,000.00
EACH—!!!" SOULS are going VERY CHEAP now-a-days—!!! Or
are you ADVENTISTS going to hang an "OLYMPIC MEDAL!"
around their necks made of PEWTER and inscribed: "INSTAN-
TANEOUS SANCTIFICATION—!!!" 1884 GC 300. Your GC 471.
The "FICKLE, EXCITABLE!" — "MOB!" LP 75-6.

SUCH A "MOB!" WOULD NEVER TELL YOU —

that the Lord has a "LIMIT—!!!" But they want "UNLIMITED
LOVE!" Yet is is written if they "OVERRUN THE LIMITS!" of His
"GRACE!" the "ACCOUNT" is CLOSED! There is no longer
"MERCY!" T5:208. "THE MINISTRATION OF WRATH BEGINS!"
LP 318.

WRATH BEGINS — !!!

IT BEGINS IN DA 628. If you know how to READ IT—!!! LONG
AGO the Lord made the PROMISE: "He that LIVES by the
SWORD — shall DIE by the SWORD!" There is no people on
earth today—that this applies more to than the "JEWS!" And
"ADVENTISM!" has thrown in its LOT—with the JEWS—!!! THE
FOLKENBERG CONSORTIUM with their "CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN!"
and the NEW "LIBERTY ALERT" MAGAZINE in which they will roast "ROMANISM!" and "SUNDAY LAWS!" But that is not exactly WHERE it will "BEGIN!"

ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED—!!! A STARTLING "PROPHESY!"


HE ZEROES IN ON "THE CONFLICT OF THE AGES!"

SERIES OF BOOKS AND SPECIALIZES ON "DESIRE OF AGES!"

AR JULY 19, 1979. p.8 (752). He ADMITS the INVOLVEMENT of "WILLIAM C. WHITE!" ("WEE WILLIE!")
AR JULY 26, 1979. p.8 (784). He deals with "THE LIFE OF PAUL!"
AR AUG. 9, 1979. He begins with "THE DESIRE OF AGES!" and MISS MARIAN DAVIS involvement.
AR AUG. 16, 1979. He claims the involvement of HANNA-EDERSHEIM-FARRAR-GEIKIE. 6 YEARS.
AR AUG. 23, 1979. We take ARTHUR L. WHITE'S EXPLA- TIONS with a grain of SALT—!!! WE HAVE A LETTER FROM GERMANY CLAIMING SOME CONTRADICTION REGARDING "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" IS IT AN "IT?" OR A "HE?" WE HERE TAKE UP: WILL THE ADVEN-TISTS AND THE JEWS WIN—??

THIS ALSO MAY SEEM CONTRADICTORY EXCEPT WE CAN "PROVE!" ONE MAJOR MESS-UP BY SOME "JEW!" who did not like what the PROPHET WROTE in (as we mentioned above!)
DA 628. HE TOOK THE HEAT AWAY FROM THE "JEWS!" by leaving OUT the name "JEW!" in a critical place in DA 628. (In some books it 629.) Just when you come to the place WHY-THE-JEWS-WILL-LOSE—!!! A FILIBUSTER or MILITARY FREE-BOOTER took out the name "JEW!" at a critical POINT—!!!

◊◊◊◊◊◊◊
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THE BOMBSHELL - !!!

MY COPY OF "THE DESIRE OF AGES!" - has a pink insert just before "PUBLISHER'S PREFACE." IT READS IN FULL: "TO THE READER." This edition of "DESIRE OF AGES" has been printed in response to many urgent requests for the book in a form convenient for personal daily study. In order to make the book as light as possible, thin paper has been used, and all the full page illustrations are omitted. The breaks in the page numbers are due to the elimination of the illustrations and a few other unnecessary pages, but the text remains absolutely the same (in both paging and matter) as in the fully illustrated and complete subscription edition." THE PUBLISHERS.

(IF IT IS THE SAME - !!!) How much will ELIMINATION of a FEW PAGES HELP--??? Or is this just a COVER-UP and LIE to FACETIOUSLY REMOVE "A FEW UNNECESSARY PAGES-!!!" HOW MANY IS "A FEW--???" AND WHY ARE THEY "UNNECESSARY--???" DO-WE-SMELL-A-RAT--??? And AFTER doing that how can the TEXT remain "ABSOLUTELY THE SAME--???

WHAT IF WE CAN PROVE IT IS NOT "ABSOLUTELY THE SAME--!!!"

HOW CAN WE DO THAT - ???

Because, in this case - we have "THE ORIGINAL TEXT--!!!" THE PART WE WANT TO DEAL WITH WAS WRITTEN IN "THE ADVENT REVIEW AND SABBATH HERALD" in the PORTION that appears in DA 628-9 was taken from R&H DECEMBER 13, 1898. (When ELLEN WHITE was VERY MUCH ALIVE--!!!) Of course she was also "VERY MUCH ALIVE--!!!" in 1883 and 1888 - when THEY DECIDED TO "REWRITE HER--!!! So this is actually NOTHING NEW for them to reach their GRIMY PAWS in there - ALIVE or NOT - !!!

THIS CAN BE DEBATED WORLD WITHOUT END - !!!

BUT LET'S GET DOWN TO CASES.
WHAT WAS THE "BOMBSHELL" CHANGE - ???
SOMETHING ADDED-?? NO-!!! SOMETHING "LEFT OUT-!!!"
WHAT WAS "LEFT OUT-??? ONE WORD: 'JEW!'

RH BOOK 3:632. December 13, 1898. THE ORIGINAL TEXT READS: "THE JEWISH PEOPLE HAVE LOOKED TO THEMSELVES. They have not REPENTED and BEEN CONVERTED, that I should heal THEM. THE SIGNS THAT THEY ARGUE AS TOKENS OF THEIR RELEASE FROM BONDAGE ARE SIGNS OF THEIR DESTRUCTION-!!!"

NOW COVER THE WORD "JEWISH!" (Or READ IT as it appears in DA 628-9 - the SAME THING-!!!)

AND WHAT DO YOU SEE - ???

THE BARB IS MISSING - !!!

THE "POINTED TESTIMONY!" IS MISSING - !!!

IS THAT ALRIGHT WITH YOU-??? ARE YOU A JEW ALSO-???

BUT THAT IS NOT ALL - !!!

"THOSE SUPPOSED TO BE STANDING NEXT TO THE THRONE WERE SLAIN!" (THREE UNDERLINED WORDS ADDED-!!!)

PUTTING THIS ON THE R&H CHOPPING BLOCK -

IS HARDLY CONSISTENT WITH: "THE TEXT REMAINS ABSOLUTELY THE SAME!"

"THE JEWISH PEOPLE...SIGNS OF THEIR DESTRUCTION-!!!"

IF WE BELIEVE THAT -
JUST AS IT IS WRITTEN -
WE WOULD TAKE A STAND AGAINST MOST OF THE CIVILIZED WORLD-!!! WE WOULD BE "BLACKBALED-!!!" "SHUNNED-!!!" "RIDICULED-!!!" EVEN FINED OR JAILED AS "HATE-MONGERS!"
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But we would be the ONLY ONES that would be "FRIENDS OF THE JEWS!!!" For we would be the ONLY ONES to WARN them to "GET OUT!!!" of that "UNHOLY CITY!!!" "ESCAPE FOR THY LIFE!!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!!!" "COME OUT OF HER MY PEOPLE!!!"

IF YOU OVERTURN THE "CRAZY TITLE-!!!" - in GC 603 - AND READ IT AS IT IS IN THE 1884 - "THE LOUD CRY!!"

IF YOU AND THE JEWS BELIEVE THE DEADLY "FINAL MESSAGE!" THAT "BABYLON IS FALLEN!!!" (DOUBLY FALLEN-!!!) THEREFORE COME OUT - OR FLEE OUT - !!! OR ELSE: "PARTAKE OF HER SINS - AND RECEIVE OF HER PLAGUES-!!!" IS IT "LOVE!!" OR "HATE!!" THAT GIVES THAT MESSAGE - in the face of an UNBELIEVING WORLD!!

NOW BACK TO THE JEWS AND -

THEIR LAST WARNING MESSAGE-!!! "THE END (of the JEWISH NATION AS A NATION-!!!") is not yet!" DA 628 or RH 3:632.

WRITTEN WHEN THERE WAS - NO "JEWISH NATION-!!!"

WACO TEXAS:

"MANY "FALSE MESSIAHS!" WILL APPEAR - CLAIMING to work "MIRACLES!" and declaring that the "TIME!" for the DELIVERANCE of the JEWISH NATION has come. These will MISLEAD MANY!" (Still the SAME DA 628.)

"The ADVENT OF CHRIST will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. They are saying, "PEACE AND SAFETY!" Like the PRIESTS and TEACHERS before the FALL OF JERUSALEM. THEY look for "THE CHURCH" to enjoy EARTHLY PROSPERITY and GLORY. "THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES!" they interpret as FORESHADOWING THIS. But what saith the WORD of INSPIRATION-??!" - "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM-!!!" DA 635.
"THAT people who chose BARABBAS in the place of CHRIST were to feel the CRUELTY of BARABBAS as long as "TIME! shall last..."HIS BLOOD be on us, and our Children!"...That prayer was heard. The BLOOD of the SON OF GOD was upon their Children and their Children's children, A PERPETUAL CURSE-!!!" DA 739.


MEN RISK THEIR LIVES AND FUTURE TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH-!!!
"FLASHPOINT!" (TEXE MARRS) Send a few dollars and ask for BACK NUMBERS and then DECIDE if you should keep on-!!!
"LIVING TRUTH MINISTRIES!" 1708 Patterson Road, Austin, Texas 78733-6507.

X X X X X X X

FORTY FACTS:

1) "THE END! (of the JEWISH NATION AS A NATION!)" DA 628.
2) "...ARE SIGNS OF THEIR DESTRUCTION!" DA 628-9.
3) We believe this if we have to do it AGAINST THE WHOLE WORLD-!!!
4) "A PERPETUAL CURSE!" DA 739. IS HARDLY "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!"
5) "LOVE SLOBBER!" IS "SPIRITUALISM!" 1884 GC 405. (554.) NOT: "ROMANISM!"
6) "ROMANISM!" DOES "NOT!" GET THE "POWER!" OF "SPIRITUALISM!"
7) "PROTESTANTISM!" DOES-!!! 1884 GC 405. (THIS WAS FOULED UP IN GC 588.)
8) "APOSTATE ADVENTISM!" GETS THE "POWER!" SM 2:54. MM 88.
9) SHE GETS THE "POWER!" OF "MIRACLES!" AND "SPIRITUALISM!"
"ROMANISM!" IS NOT FIRST—!!!  "ADVENTISM!" IS FIRST!!!
1884 GC 405.

SHE IS FIRST WITH: "LOVE SLOBBER!" ("SPIRITUALISM!")

DO YOU SEE "T – TODAY—?!? THAT "27" THING—!!! ALL GO FOR IT—!!!

WHO OPPOSES SPIRITUALISTIC "LOVE UNLIMITED– UNCONDITIONAL!—?!!!"

GIVE US THEIR NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER—!!! BECAUSE WE BELIEVE:

ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ ψ

"That "RELIGION!" which makes of sin a LIGHT MATTER, DWELLING upon "THE LOVE OF GOD—!!!" to the SINNER, REGARDLESS of his "ACTIONS—!!!" – only ENCOURAGES the SINNER to BELIEVE that GOD will receive him WHILE HE CONTINUES in that which he "KNOWS—!!!" to be SIN. THIS is what some are doing who "PROFESS—!!!" to believe Present Truth. "THE TRUTH!" is kept APART from the LIFE, and "THAT!" is the REASON it has NO POWER to CONVICT the SOUL!"
T5:540.

WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT HERE—?!?! SOME THING AS VITAL AS THIS—?!?! This is not something from some "MS" or "MSS" or some HIDDEN MYSTERIOUS "MANUSCRIPTS & LETTERS" – THAT ARE NOT "MSS" AT ALL—!!! But prepared by one who recommends "HYPNOTISM!" I told him his work is for the birds – what he thinks is "SO IMPORTANT—!!!" We can find in the regular Writings – every bit of it—!!! While some are WASTING TIME being DIVERTED by some FAKE "MSS" Why not RESEARCH THE ORIGINAL WRITINGS – ?!!! Instead of THROWING YOURSELF IN A TRANCE – thinking you found "SOMETHING!" WHEN YOU FOUND "NOTHING—!!!" YOU NEVER FOUND THIS:
AUGUST 30, 1993 DOCUMENTATION BY ANN:

AN OPEN LETTER TO: C. G. THOMASON

FROM: CONCERNED BRETHREN. (July 6, 1993)

C. G. THOMASON:

Was in the "ENTERTAINMENT BUSINESS FOR TWENTY YEARS!" Carries over his "THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES!" into "LAYING ON OF HANDS" - "SPIRITISM" - no different than "PENTECOSTAL METHODS!" When named "BRETHREN" OBJECTED - "BOB SESSLER" came to his DEFENSE! What the "CONCERNED BRETHREN!" saw as "PENTECOSTAL FAITH-HEALER" methods - BOB SESSLER quoted LUKE 8:46 - (That C. G. THOMASON was demonstrating "THE POWER OF CHRIST-!!!") which the OBJECTORS classified as "HYPNOSIS" and "MESMERISM!!"

WRITE FOR JULY 5, 1993 RELEASE and JULY 6, 1993 "OPEN LETTER!"

MIKE & SHARI CASEY
P.O. Box 91, Pioneertown, CA 92268
Or call (619) 356-4791

Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω Ω

FORTY FACTS:
{continued}

(15) THE JEWS OF TEL AVIV ARE BLEEDING NORTH AMERICA DRY - !!!
(16) TO SUPPOSEDLY SPEARHEAD RETRIBUTIVE "STRIKES!"
(17) OR A MORE TRUE NAME WOULD BE "ISRAELI-ARAB HOLOCAUSTS!"
(18) OR WHEN IT INVOLVES "BILLIONS!" OF DOLLARS -
(19) AND MILLIONS OF LIVES - it is called "GENOCIDE!"
(20) THE ATTEMPTED OBLITERATION OF A RACE!
(21) IF WE OBJECT - that could hardly be called "HATE-MONGERING!"
(22) THE ADVENTISTS HID BEHIND "NEUTRALITY!" NOT KNOWING T3:281.
(23) THAT WAS "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER! HOW FITTING-!!!
(24) "GOD ABHORS...NEUTRALITY!" (A DOZEN OTHER REFERENCES!)

(25) "EQUAL TO THE VERY WORST TYPE OF HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD—!!!"

(26) So you thought "ROMANISM!" was WORSE than ANYTHING—???

(27) BUT TO PAY GOD'S TITHE TO A "HATE-MONGERING CHURCH!"

(28) AND THEN PRETEND YOU DO NOT "JUDGE!" WHEN YOU HAVE "JUGED!"

(29) YOU HAVE "JUGED!" THAT MAKING A "RAID!" AGAINST "ROMANISM!"

(30) AND "ARAB-BASHING!" IS O.K. AS FAR AS YOU AND YOUR MONEY

(31) ARE CONCERNED! AND THEN LOOK FOR A "WELL DONE!" YOU SICK

(32) "ADVENTISTS!" HAVE A LONG WAIT COMING—!!! AND ESPECIALLY

(33) IF YOU FINANCE "OPERATION WHITE-COAT!" DEVELOPING THE VERY

(34) WORST "BUBONIC!" — "BLACK DEATH!" and other "GERM WARFARE" MILITARY WEAPONS!

(35) AND THEN FOLD YOUR PIous HANDS AND PRETEND YOU ARE "NEUTRAL!"

(36) IN OUR BOOKS YOU ARE ONLY A "NUT!" AND A POOR ONE AT THAT — !!!

"ELIJAH CRIES: HOW LONG HALT YE BETWEEN TWO OPINIONS?"...NOT ONE in that vast Assembly dared utter ONE WORD FOR GOD—!!!...WHAT ASTONISHING DECEPTION AND FEARFUL "BLINDNESS!"...they remained "NEUTRAL—!!!...ALL ISRAEL IS SILENT!"

T3:280-1.
"THE "LOVE OF GOD!"...REGARDLESS OF HIS "AC-
TIONS!"...(UNLIMITED & UNCONDITIONAL! - RAW OPEN
"SPIRITUALISM!"")..."THEY do not have the RELIGION of
the BIBLE-!!! THEY have NEVER been CONVERTED-!!!!
...THEY have, in reality - NO PART OR LOT WITH
CHRIST-!!!! THEY serve the ENEMY-!!!!..."COME OUT
FROM AMONG SUCH...and SHOW THEM that YOU ARE
ON THE "LORD"S SIDE!" T5:540-1.

(36) GO BACK TO "THE FUTURE-SHAKING!" CHAPTER. "I WAS
SHOWN..." (WHAT WAS SHE SHOWN-!!!???)
(37) "THE PEOPLE OF GOD-!!!" T1:179. "THEY!" WERE
"MIGHTILY SHAKEN!"
(38) "THEY" were "AGONIZING - CONCERNED!" THIS "SOME!"
is "SEALED!" T1:181. EW 271.
(39) THE NEXT TWO "SOMES!" ARE "LOST-!!!" WHY-??? BE-
CAUSE THEY PLAYED IT "NEUTRAL!"
(40) PAID THEIR TITHE LIKE AN "AUTOMATON!" "INDIFFERENT
AND CARELESS!" T1:180-1.

JACK-ASSES-!!!

IN THIS SITUATION ONE DAY WE WILL LOOK BACK AND SEE
THAT WE WERE DEALING WITH "JACK-ASSES"

JACK-ASS #1 AR EDITORIAL JULY 8, 1993. p.4. (700). "My
purpose in these EDITORIALS isn't to try prove
ONE SIDE IS 'RIGHT!' and the other "WRONG!" I hope to draw
us all TOGETHER by presenting the CONCERNS of EACH CAMP
FAIRLY and showing how MUCH we hold "IN COMMON!" AFTER
ALL-!!!!" WILLIAM G. JOHNSSON. (OUR EMPHASIS.)

JACK-ASS #2 "OUR (not so) FIRM FOUNDATION!" APRIL
1993. p.25. (INSTEAD OF LEAVING THEM TO
ROT IN THEIR OWN STEW AS 500 REFERENCES SHOW-!!!
T8:250-1. T5:80-1,136,211,363,364. THIS IS HIS GRAND
FORMULA! A MISSION "IMPOSSIBLE!" NO SANE PERSON
WOULD EVEN SUGGEST THIS:) "I PLEAD FOR OUR LEADERS...
(1) AN IMMEDIATE REORGANIZATION OF OUR COLLEGES,
making SURE that EVERY TEACHER BELIEVES and is committed
to TEACHING the PILLARS of the Advent faith.
(2) That Pastors, Evangelists, Bible workers and Administrators be "RE-EDUCATED" in the TRUTHS of ADVENTISM. If anyone REFUSES, then he should not have any further place in the Ministry of the Church. (OH! BOY! HOW MUCH "TIME" IS THERE?)

(3) That there be WORLDWIDE TRAINING of our LAITY...TRAINING SESSIONS of the ELDERS of each Church...

(4) That NO NEW MEMBERS be brought into the Church UNLESS (they are fully CHRISTIANS—!!!) (What a DREAM!) (FROM KINDERGARTEN CLASS!)

(5) THAT LAITY BE TRAINED TO WITNESS...will be the FINEST WAY..." I AM SICK ALREADY—!!! WHAT IN THE WORLD HAVE THEY BEEN DOING — ??? THIS IS SOMETHING "NEW—???

Do you see through this MUCK—!!! Do we not know of 100 STATEMENTS that it would be EASIER to deal with OUTSIDERS than with UNREPTANT — OVER FED — HOPELESS "ADVENTISTS—???” T6:140,332,80. T5:46-463,579. T2:711,376,553. FCE 294-296,298. T1:261-263,321-3,326,331,334-340. T6:412,405. T7:219,200. If we went through ALL OUR REFERENCES we would have 100 MORE! "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Does that mean "STAY YE IN to MEET HIM!" SO SAYS "STANDISH!" IN THE ABOVE AND ALSO:)

JACK-ASS #3 WIELAND must have "CORPORATE REPENTANCE!" OR NOT AT ALL! ACCORDING TO "JEWISH TALMUD!" It must be the "COMMUNITY!" "CORPORATE! THE "GROUP! He has been HAMMERING AWAY AT THAT FOR HOW MANY DECADES—??? AND NO ONE TO TELL HIM: "The WORK of PREPARATION is an INDIVIDUAL WORK. We are NOT SAVED IN "GROUPS!" GC 490. RH Nov. 19, 1908. ST 2:501. "They are NOT SAVED in MASSES, but as INDIVIDUALS: MB 36 (59-60.) "THE PATH...IS NARROW...There is, indeed, a WIDER ROAD, but its END is DESTRUCTION. If you would CLIMB THE PATH of Spiritual LIFE, you must CONSTANTLY ASCEND; for it is an UPWARD WAY. You must go with the FEW, for the MULTITUDES will choose the DOWNWARD PATH. In the ROAD to DEATH—!!!" MB 13B. (197-8). (We will let the JACK-ASSES take that ROAD—!!!) (With "DAVID KORESH" and the JEWS of TEL-AVIV—!!! They will "WIN" by "FORCE OF ARMS!!")
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DAVID KOresh was a picker compared to the Zionist jew who do the same thing!!! Only it is an entire "NATION!!!" funded by the entire wealth of "NORTH AMERICA!!!" No one can get elected who does not HEW--THE--ZIONIST-LINE!!! (He would find himself "ASSASSINATED!!!")

"CHRIST has taken HIS PEOPLE INTO HIS "CHURCH!!!" He has swept away EVERY CEREMONY OF THE ANCIENT TYPE. He has given NO LIBERTY to restore these RITES, or to substitute ANYTHING that will RECALL the OLD LITERAL SACRIFICES. The Lord requires of "HIS PEOPLE" - SPIRITUAL SACRIFICES ALONE..."THE CURSE!!!" RESTS UPON JERUSALEM. The Lord has OBLITERATED those things which MEN WOULD WORSHIP IN AND ABOUT JERUSALEM, yet many hold in REVERENCE "LITERAL!!!" OBJECTS IN PALESTINE!!! (HAL LINDSEY!!!) while they NEGLECT to behold (did you READ his ROTTEN BOOK - THAT ROY A. ANDERSON AND THE WHOLE WORLD REVERED-??? DID YOU READ "SATAN (and HAL LINDSEY!) is ALIVE!" p.219,152-4 (RH 2:419) 103,161-5 ("LOVE!!! AND "HELL!!!") (HOW CRAZY CAN YOU GET-???) 166,182,210-21. (AS CRAZY as HAL LINDSEY who came to PALESTINE when DEADLY ZIONISTS were "MACHINE-GUNNING!" ARABS IN THEIR TEMPLE AND SAID: "THIS IS THE WILL OF GOD!!!") (The same as the other HERO OF ADVENTISM - BILLY BEGUILE GRAHAM who told BUSH to SET THE WORLD ON FIRE IN IRAQ and 2,000 to 2,500 SDA's TOOK GUN IN HAND FOR A BRIBE OF $9,000.00 each. Lost all the RELIGION they ever had by following the MIND AND ETHICS of the "HELL-TORMENT!!!" ADVOCATES - they don't MIND a little HELL-TORMENT-AND-MAYHEM on EARTH!) WILL THE GATES OF HEAVEN EVER OPEN FOR SUCH-??? RH 3:336.

"We are not to trust in FABLES, and worship PLACES that GOD has CURSED and foster IDOLATRY in so doing..."YE WORSHIP YE KNOW NOT WHAT!" RH 3:336. Feb. 25, 1896.

"It is no time now to TOLERATE "SLEEPY!!!" WATCHMEN, and they NEVER-SHOULD-HAVE-BEEN-TOLERATED-!!!...Let us now WAKE UP to EARNEST WORK. WATCHMEN who do not know the TIME-OF-NIGHT - WATCHMEN who feel NO BURDEN to lift up the DANGER SIGNAL, and give the WARNINGS for this TIME, will NOT BE INTRUSTED with the LIGHT which GOD has to give!" RH 3:343-4.
"MANY FALSE "Messianic" will appear, claiming to work
MIRACLES, and declaring that the TIME for the deliverance of
the JEWISH NATION has come. These will mislead MANY....THE
SAME DECEPTIONS PRACTICED PRIOR to the DESTRUCTION of
JERUSALEM will again be practiced. THE SAME EVENTS that
took place at the OVERTHROW of JERUSALEM will take place
AGAIN. "And ye shall hear of WARS and RUMORS of WARS...
EMPERORS were MURDERED. Those standing NEXT TO THE
THRONES were SLAIN...The JEWISH people have looked to
THEMSELVES. They have NOT REPENTED and been CON-
VERTED, that I should heal THEM! The SIGNS that they argue
as TOKENS of their release from BONDAGE are SIGNS of their
DESTRUCTION!" RH 3:632. (AS DA 628-9 SHOULD READ-!!!)

"SO IT WILL BE AGAIN. But it is over the Seventh-day
SABBATH that the BATTLE will be FOUGHT...BECAUSE OF PER-
SECUTION, MANY will be OFFENDED...and THEY will STUMBLE
and FALL, APOSTATIZING from the FAITH THEY ONCE ADVOC-
ATED. MANY who PROFESSED to LOVE the TRUTH will then
show that THEY have no VITAL UNION with the TRUE VINE.
THEY will be CUT AWAY, as BRANCHES that bear NO FRUIT,
and will be BOUND UP with UNBELIEVERS, SCOFFERS, and
MOCKERS.

"THOSE who APOSTATIZE in time of TRIAL (will DISAPPEAR as
in the "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT-???) will BEAR FALSE
WITNESS and BETRAY their BRETHREN, to secure their own
SAFETY. THEY will tell where their BRETHREN are CON-
CEALED, putting the WOLVES on their TRACK. CHRIST HAS-
WARNED US-OF-THESE, that we may not be SURPRISED at the
CRUEL, UNNATURAL COURSE pursued by FRIENDS and
RELATIVES...you have HEARD that "ANTICHRIST" WILL COME
(In all the talk of: "ANTICHRIST!" did a SINGLE WRITER ever
see that "ADVENTISTS-!!" WILL BE: "THE ANTICHRIST-??")

(WILL YOU TELL ANYONE ELSE - even your own FAMILY-???
Or will you RUN SCARED-?? OH! YOU POOR "YELLOW-
BELLY-!!" I AM SO GLAD THE LORD HAS PROMISED THE
COWARDS - THEIR LEARS SHALL OVERTAKE THEM-!!! AND
THE ONLY SAFE-Y IS IN THE "LIGHT!" WOLVES ARE COWARDS
- THEIR ONLY COURAGE IS IN THE PACK-!!!)

"FALSE...BRETHREN...ANTICHRIST...They went "OUT!" from US
but they were NOT "OFF!!!" US..."And many FALSE PROPHETS
SHALL ARISE, and shall deceive MANY" FALSE CHRISTS DID
ARISE, deceiving the people, and leading GREAT NUMBERS into the DESERT. MAGICIANS and SORCERERS, claiming MIRACULOUS POWER, drew the people after them into the MOUNTAIN SOLITUDES. BUT THIS PROPHECY was also spoken for THE LAST DAYS!!! COMPANIES inspired by SATAN will be formed to DECEIVE and DELUDE. *THIS* will be a SIGN of the SECOND ADVENT...When ye therefore shall see "THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" spoken of by DANIEL the PROPHET, stand in the "HOLY PLACE!!!" (Who so READETH, let him UNDERSTAND), then let them which be in JUDEA - FLEE into the MOUNTAINS (let there be no PRESUMPTUOUS DALLYING!!)...the APOSTASY of the JEWISH NATION represents the APOSTASY, that will be made BY THE WHOLE WORLD in the LAST DAYS. Just as the JEWS CHOSE "DARKNESS!"...so men TODAY are choosing "DARKNESS!" RH 3:633-4.

"THE EVIL SERVANT EATS AND DRINKS WITH THE DRUNKEN...HE MINGLES WITH THE WORLD. LIKE GROWS WITH LIKE IN TRANSGRESSION. IT IS A FEARFUL ASSIMILATION...The ADVENT of CHRIST will SURPRISE the FALSE TEACHERS. "THEY" are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY!!" Like the PRIESTS and TEACHERS before the FALL OF JERUSALEM, "THEY" look for "THE CHURCH!!" to enjoy EARTHLY PROSPERITY and GLORY. The "SIGNS!!" of the TIMES they interpret as foreshadowing this. But what saith the WORD of INSPIRATION-???

"SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon "THEM!!" DA 635.

"Let those who hear the MESSAGE GOD SENDS TODAY BEWARE lest they follow the EXAMPLE of the SELF-RIGHTEOUS JEWS!" RH 4:156. Feb. 13, 1900.

"GOD will not treat men according to the POSITION they occupy, according to their POSSESSIONS, or their COLOR, but according to the CHARACTER THEY HAVE FORMED...They became "FOOLS!!" in His sight by turning HIS TRUTH into a LIE! RH 4:314. June 25, 1901.

"COME OUT FROM AMONG THEM, and be ye SEPARATE!! This is the MESSAGE we are to PROCLAIM. FALSE RELIGIONS MUST BE EXPOSED, that THE TRUTH may TRIUMPH!!!" RH 4:315. (We have NO RECORD that this was PRINTED - ANYWHERE!)
"The prosperity of God's people is dependent on their obedience..."Behold, I set before you this day—a blessing and a curse: a blessing if you obey the commandments of the Lord your God, which I command you today; and a curse if you will not keep the commandments of the Lord your God—!!!"...These words should be distinctly stamped upon every soul as though written with a pen of iron!!! Obedience brings its reward, disobedience its retribution!!!" (The end of Hal Lindsey—!!!) RH 4:341.

"When the Savior saw in the Jewish people a nation divorced from God, He saw also a "professed Christian church!!" united to the world and the papacy...soon He will say to the angels who are holding the "four winds"—"let the plagues loose; let darkness, destruction, and death come upon the transgressors of My law!!! RH 4:342. Oct. 8, 1901.

How will the sick "unconditional love!!" people look in that day—??? It never ceases to amaze us that as soon as one theological idiot proposes such an outlandish dogma—it seems there are a hundred ready to take the platform and bray in the same breeze—!!! Do they actually wish it was that way—?? That the love of God should be "unconditional—??" elijah had "the right spirit!!" He took jezebel's "love-priests!!" down to the brook kishon—"let not one escape—!!!" jezebel herself was-eaten-by-dogs—!!! wonderful—!!! Soon we will see the judgments of God go through the land—will we be able to say "they will be done—???" Anyone that preaches the wilson-lindsey dogma of "unconditional love!!" has to be a fornicator—!!! His fate is recorded—!!! TM 426 to 447.

Such people, of course—!!! Would want "love above law—!!!" phinehas, the son of eleazar the high-priest seized a javelin and pinned two "love unlimited!!" practitioners to the ground—!!! God made him "high-priest!!" forever—!!! PP 454 to 461.
SUMMARY

THE LORD'S PROMISE: "As we near the JUDGMENT!" it will be made PLAIN to what "COMPANY!" they belong - if He has to send "EVERY ANGEL FROM HEAVEN!" SG 2:201. T1:100.

WILLIAM G. JOHNSON (EDITOR OF AR) ADMITS he does not know what is RIGHT or what is WRONG-!!! QUITE AN ADMIT-SION-!!! You want to go by a DUMMY like THAT-??? He certainly did not know at the ANKERBERG SHOW-!!! While the WHOLE WORLD was WATCHING. Made all of us ASHAMED that the HELL-TORMENT BAAL-PRIESTS bested one who represented the "TRUTH!" and was TONGUE-TIED! Yet some want him as LEADER-!!! I wonder WHY-???

COLLIN STANDISH (LEADER OF "OUR [not so] FIRM FOUNDATION!") will ADMIT what JOHNSON will NEVER ADMIT-!!! The FAILINGS and ABOMINATIONS of the CHURCH. But his "FORMULA!" as to what to do about it - is for the birds! The ONLY ONE WORSE THAN THAT - is WIELAND - who ALSO ADMITS he does not KNOW how to make the "CONGREGATION HOLY EVERY ONE-!!!" (By "CORPORATE REPENTANCE" GROUP SALVATION!) It cannot be anything else-!!! The LORD DARE NOT CHOOSE "OTHERS!" SALVATION is ONLY and FOREVER - in "THE HOLY CITY!" ADVENTISM-!!! That the "DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM!" will be REPEATED - does not matter! That the SIN of KD&A will be REPEATED - we do not believe that-!!! We MUST HAVE "GROUP (CORPORATE) SALVATION!" if we want to go by the JEWISH TALMUD-!!! FOLKENBERG will have CLIFFORD GOLDSTEIN see us THROUGH-!!! PLUS "32 LAWYERS-!!!" This is, of course - "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY-!!!" (For JEWS and ADVENTISTS!) The CABALA - the JUNTO-!!! MAFIA ETHICS or LACK of THEM-!!! BLACK HAND GANG. "THE SENSELESS MOB OF JERUSALEM!"

"You must go with the FEW, for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH!" MB 138. (197-8). "The LORD CHOSE "OTHERS!" TM 70. "OTHERS!" RH 3:272-3.
"NEW LIGHT!"
{Sept. 1, 1993}

We are promised that "NEW LIGHT" will come – We were given JUST AS STRONG ASSURANCE – that "ERROR!" will take the world captive. That it will, in fact be the "DARKEST PERIOD" of the world and the church's HISTORY. How can we tell the DIFFERENCE-???

☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆

We made a very UNIQUE discovery. IN ATTACKING THE "RELI-
GION!" of "JEW-SI" and "ADVENTISTS!" - we are the only "FRIENDS!" they have-!!! If we see - CLEAR-AS-A-BELL-!!!
their PROPHESED "END!" and we risk LIFE and LIMB - to tell
them so - are we their ENEMIES-???

△ △ △ △ △ △ △

IN OTHER WORDS - their "REAL 100% ENEMIES!" are their "CHURCH LEADERS!" who do not and will not - tell them "THE
TRUTH!" So if we pit ourselves AGAINST THOSE HYPOCRITE "CHURCH LEADERS!" we are the ONLY "FRIENDS!" the CHURCH
MEMBERS HAVE-!!! And when you THINK about it - so was
CHRIST-!!! That was WHY He said:

"...UNTIL HIS DISCIPLES FIRST-OF-ALL!"

"BEWARE YE of the "LEAVEN!" of the PHARISEES, which is "HYPOCRISY!" LUKE 12:1. "and of the SADDUCEES!" MATT.
16:6, 11, 12.

□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □

"Well hath ESAIAS PROPHESIED OF YOU HYPOCRITES, as it is
WRITTEN. This people HONORETH ME with their LIPS, but their HEART-IS-FAR-FROM-ME—!!! Howbeit IN VAIN do they WORSHIP ME, teaching for DOCTRINES the COMMANDMENTS of MEN—!!! For laying aside the "COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!" ye hold the "TRADITION OF MEN!" as the WASHING of POTS and CUPS: and many other such like things ye do...Full well ye REJECT the "COMMANDMENT OF GOD!" that ye may keep "YOUR OWN TRADITION!"...Making the "WORD OF GOD!" of NONE EFFECT! through your own "TRADITION!" MARK 7:6–9,13.

"THE SAME INFLUENCES are working TODAY...The HYPOCRISY of the PHARISEES was the product of SELF-SEEKING. The "GLORIFICATION-OF-THEMSELVES!" was the OBJECT-OF-THEIR-LIVES!...and BLINDED THEM...LONGING-FOR-HUMAN-APPROVAL!"

A LITTLE MORE LIGHT:

"It is the LOVE of SELF, the desire for an EASIER WAY than GOD has APPOINTED, that leads to the SUBSTITUTION of HUMAN THEORIES and TRADITIONS for the "DIVINE PRECEPTS!"...Only the POWER OF GOD can banish SELF-SEEKING and HYPOCRISY! THIS CHANGE is the SIGH of HIS WORKING!" DA 408–9.

ARE WE ENGULFED IN THE SAME "BLINDNESS—???

AARON, the GREAT "GOLDEN CALF" LOVE DISCIPLE - ALLOWED what GOD-HAD-FORBIDDEN! The people "LOVED!" him but "HATED!" MOSES. AARON'S GREAT "LOVE!" led the people to "DESTRUCTION!" "LOVE!" and "UNITY!" also led the "JEWS!" to their FATE IN "JERUSALEM-THE-HOLY-CITY!" in the FIRST CHAPTER of "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" That is why we PRINT the ONLY "AUTHENTIC" 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" - TODAY—!!!

THEY FOULED DA 628-9 UP!

By pointing to "THE PEOPLE!" instead of pointing to "THE JEWS!" -- 64 --
They fouled 1884 GC 38 up!

By pointing to "the world! instead of the "destruction!" of "his people!" as shown in their fake 1911 "great controversy!" that everybody and his dog is copying as far as we know. as far as we have been able to determine, vance ferrell edition "is--no--better!" a fake--!!! fit for the wastebasket--!!! how they hate the authentic book with the authentic message--!!! "jews!" and "adventists!" coming to an "end!" oh! no! we will fight that to the bitter end--!!! and it will be "a bitter end!"

There is no magical standish-wieland or:

"big three!" (kd&a) formula to see that "spewn out!" - means "going through!" read it again. read it by yourself this time--!!!

"if nathanael had trusted to the rabbis -

for guidance, he would never--have--found--jesus...while they trust to the guidance of human authority - none will come to a saving "kno'ledge!" of the truth! like nathanael, we need to stick/god's word for ourselves...in the secret place of prayer--!!!" da 140-1,442,611. col 79.

the very "son of god!" was in the world!

but they did not recognize him because of "tradition!" will we do any better - ???

"it is written!"

GOD SENT "PROPHETS!" - "ANGELS!" - "SIGNS!" - "WON-DERS!" - but "his people!" rejected them all! until he sent his "only begotten son!" and they ended up "crucifying!" him--!!! will this "generation of vipers!" do any better? who--says--so--??? the church leaders--??? they assure you that "they!" will see you through--??? or is that only "the clattering of human--lips--???" also called "tradi-tion!" that makes the "word--of--god!" of "none--effect!"
WHICH WE SAW IS ALSO: DARKNESS!

And there's no greater "DARKNESS!" anywhere in the world than in the "ADVENTIST CHURCH!" There the "DARKNESS!" is "DEEP as "MIDNIGHT!" - "IMPENETRABLE!" COL 4:14. (423).

THEN IF WE SAY: "WE BELIEVE THAT!"

The CHURCH LEADERS teach their people to HATE US! CALL US ALL KINDS OF NAMES FOR ENDLESS YEARS—!!! And if we "DOCUMENT IT!" as we did here—!!! It makes NO DIFFERENCE! They keep right on— calling us "LIARS!" "TAKING THINGS OUT OF CONTEXT!" (DID YOU NOTICE - THEY NEVER BOTHER "PROVING!" IT? It is ENOUGH if he SAYS IT—!!! In fact he proves— VERY LITTLE—!!!) The "TRADITION—OF—THE—ELDERS!" should be "GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU—!!!"

BUT PERHAPS IT IS ONLY:

"THE CLATTERING OF HUMAN LIPS!" and when CHRIST ASKED: "THE QUESTION:" NEVERTHELESS when the Son of man COMETH, shall he find "FAITH—???" in the WORLD—???" LUKE 18:8.

THE ANSWER IS FOUND IN 100 REFERENCES:

BABYLON'S "FAITH!" without "WORKS!" is "DEAD!" or "EXTINCT!" if it is what is POPULAR: "FAITH ALONE! —

THE BIBLE SAYS: "ADD TO YOUR FAITH...!!!!"

2 PETER 1:5. How can you "ADD!" something, and it still be "ALONE—???" Let's have some "SENSE!" Not let people look in from the OUTSIDE, and declare us "INSANE!"

"CRAZY!!"

"Even so "FAITH!" - if it hath not "WORKS!" is "DEAD!" - being "ALONE!" ...show me "THY" FAITH—WITHOUT—THY—"WORKS!" and I will shew thee, "MY!" FAITH—BY—MY—"WORKS!" JAMES 2:17, 18. "Let no man DECEIVE you with VAIN WORDS: for be—
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cause of these things cometh the "WRATH!" of God upon the Children of "DISOBEDIENCE!" Be ye NOT therefore partakers with "THEM!" (ADVENT REVIEW "JOHNSON!" we try to tie them both TOGETHER-?? How CRAZY can you get-???)... HAVE-NO-FELLOWSHIP with the UNFRUITFUL WORKS OF "DARKNESS!" but rather "REPROVE!" them! For it is a SHAME even to SPEAK of those things which are done of THEM in SECRET!...AWAKE! thou that SLEEPEST, and ARISE from the DEAD!" EPHESIANS 5:6 to 14. (Oh! YES! AWAKE! and see "LAODICEA!" - "ASLEEP!" and DEAD-TO-THE-WORLD!)


"I have NOT sat with VAIN PERSONS, neither will I go in with DISSEMINERS. I have HATED the CONGREGATION of EVIL-DOERS; and will NOT SIT with the WICKED!" PSA. 26:4,5. (We will let the JOHNSONS sit with BOTH SIDES!) This is the KIND that RUN-THIS-CHURCH-?? I am ASHAMED-!!!

THE LORD'S SLOGAN AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN: YOU go OUT! Or THEY go OUT! "I will not SIT with: "VAIN PERSONS!" - YOU KNOW WHAT ELSE-?? "THEY!" will not want to sit with "ME!" THEREFORE to ESCAPE the "WRATH!" of GOD - I-MAKE-MY-PRINCIPLES-KNOWN-!!! Not COVER THEM UP like "THEY!" and their "DEVIL!" want me to do - so ONE is as ALL - and ALL as ONE-!!! GREAT ECUMENICAL UNION-!!!


"THE GREATEST DECEPTION OF

THE HUMAN MIND in Christ's Day was, that a MERE ASSENT to the TRUTH (FAITH ALONE!) CONSTITUTED "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" ...THE PHARISEES CLAIMED TO BE...THE GREATEST RELIGIONISTS OF THE WORLD...led them to CRUCIFY the Lord of Glory. THE-SAME-DANGER-STILL-EXISTS!" DA 309,467.

{To be continued}